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Carbon fiber reinforced composites have been increasingly used in various 
industrial sectors, especially in the automotive industry. Ultrasonic welding is 
considered as an effective approach to joining such composites. Reliable weld quality 
classification and prediction methods are needed to ensure quality and reduce 
manufacturing costs. However, existing methods have two weaknesses. The first one is 
that the majority of the existing methods are based on signal feature data extracted from 
the original experimental time-series data. Feature-based models may not take full 
advantage of the information contained in the large amounts of time-series data 
available, even though the models are simple and easy to program. On the other hand, 
when using experimental time-series data to conduct weld quality monitoring, the data 
size may be insufficient for training neural network-based methods for quality 
monitoring or classification. Therefore, a method is needed to augment experimental 
data while preserving the statistical characteristics of the experimental data. 
To find reliable quality monitoring models in various situations, this dissertation 
proposes two neural network models that are respectively applied to feature-based data 
and full time-series-based data and compares their performances. 
The dissertation first investigates the relationship between weld energy and joint 
performance in ultrasonic welding of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets 
through weld experiments. The weld quality classes for training quality monitoring 
algorithms are determined from welded joint lap-shear strength and the microstructure 
of the weld zone. These pre-defined weld quality classes are the output criteria for weld 
quality monitoring on feature-based models and time-series-based models. For feature-
based weld quality monitoring, a simple and efficient feature selection method is first 
developed to screen the most significant features for classification from multiple weld 
 xv 
quality classes. A Bayesian regularized neural network (BRNN) is then demonstrated 
to be more accurate and robust when classifying weld quality classes in ultrasonic 
composite welding when using feature-based data as the input than the previously 
proposed methods of support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (kNN), and 
linear discriminant analysis (LDA). 
To address the limited size of experimental data, a Multivariate Monte Carlo 
(MMC) simulation with copulas approach is proposed to reasonably generate large 
amounts of time-series process signals for ultrasonic composite welding. With both 
experimental data and a large quantity of simulated data, a deep convolutional neural 
network (CNN) is applied to weld quality classification. The CNN model is found to 
be more accurate and robust, not only under small training data set sizes, but also under 
large training data set sizes when compared with previously researched classification 
methods applied in ultrasonic welding. 
In conclusion, neural network-based models could achieve high accuracy using 







1.1 Background and Motivation 
Today, polymeric composite materials such as carbon fiber reinforced polymers 
(CFRP) are widely used in many engineering products, particularly in transportation 
systems due to their high strength to weight ratio and other unique properties. The 
global demand for CFRP material has increased from 33,000 tons in 2010 to 78,500 
tons in 2018. Moreover, the forecasted demand in 2022 will reach to 120,500 tons [1, 
2]. Since the composites have the properties of lightweight, high temperature resistance, 
high corrosion resistance, high strength-to-weight ratio, etc., they have become a great 
choice for reducing structural weights and improving fuel efficiency in various 
automotive and aerospace applications [3-8]. The automotive industry accounts for 
more than 70% of the CFRP consumption, with a forecast consumption in 2025 of 
approximately 220,100 tons. It is foreseeable that CFRP will play an increasingly 
significant role in the automotive industry. 
In manufacturing structures made of CFRP composites, cost-effective joining 
processes are important. Currently available joining methods include adhesive bonding, 
mechanical fastening, and fusion-based welding techniques [9-11]. Although the 
adhesive bonding technique has the advantages of relative low cost, lightweight, and 
consistent joint quality, these techniques are not considered as being environmentally 
friendly in addition to the lack of reparability. Mechanical fastening offers the 
advantages of easy assembly and disassembly, but at an increased cost, added weight, 
reduced strength, etc. As a result of these considerations, fusion-based joining 
technique is most attractive for joining CFRP composites for the automotive industry 
due to its short cycle time and good joint reliability [11, 12]. The main fusion-based 
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joining techniques for CFRP materials are laser welding, resistance welding, vibration 
welding, and ultrasonic welding [13, 14]. Ultrasonic welding offers a good process 
controllability, consumes less energy, and is capable of joining different types of CFRP 
materials. As a result, ultrasonic welding has become a preferred process for joining 
CFRP composites [3, 15-17]. 
Ultrasonic welding is particularly suited for joining thin and highly conductive, 
dissimilar materials [18, 19]. The associated bonding mechanisms have been well 
studied by many researchers. Some of the well-established joint formation mechanisms 
are: 1) chemical bonding involving diffusion at the weld interface within a certain 
temperature regime; 2) local melting caused bonding; 3) metallurgical adhesion trigged 
by severe plastic deformation; and 4) mechanical interlocking [20]. However, most of 
the well-established joint formation mechanisms may not be applicable for ultrasonic 
welding of CFRP composites [21]. In ultrasonic welding of composite workpieces, the 
high-frequency oscillation is transmitted to the workpieces to be joined in the 
perpendicular direction to the ultrasonic horn axis. Frictional heat is generated through 
the combination of surface and intermolecular friction oscillations at the interface [13]. 
The polymer melts and then a weld begins to form when the temperature at the interface 
reaches the melting temperature [13]. 
As such, ultrasonic welding process is considered as a low heat input process for 
joining either metals [19, 22, 23] or composite materials [23, 24], thus it avoids some 
of the negative impacts of excessive heat on the microstructure and properties of a 
weldment, e.g., metallurgical defects such as the brittle phases or the formation of 
intermetallic compounds that commonly exist in most other fusion welds [20]. Brittle 
phases and porosity can be detrimental to fatigue resistance and reduce the strength of 
the joint. Due to these desirable attributes of ultrasonic welding, it has received 
increasing research for achieving reliable joint quality in manufacture of CFRP 
composite structures. 
With the increasing demand for CFRP composites, manufacturing cost and quality 
assurance become more and more important. For example, if a defective weld is 
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undetected, the resulting cost implications escalate for automotive products [25-27]. 
Poor weld quality will not only reduce the strength and fatigue resistance of a joint in a 
specific component, but can have a more global consequence at a structural level, 
leading to unstable fracture and collapse [28-30]. In spite of its importance, however, 
the quality of a joint can be difficult to monitor and predict due to complex process 
dynamics and resulting variations in material properties during weld formation process. 
Therefore, it is desirable to infer weld quality implicitly through measuring certain weld 
attributes and resulting joint performance parameters, e.g., joint strengths from lap-
shear [30-33]. 
Traditional weld quality detection methods are based on weld attribute inspections, 
selected performance testing (e.g., fatigue testing and fracture mechanics evaluation), 
which can be insufficient for continuous quality monitoring purposes [29, 34-40]. 
Therefore, intelligent or smart weld quality monitoring and prediction methods have 
been proposed recently in order to improve quality monitoring reliability and efficiency 
[41-44]. The idea is to develop a network-like correspondence between the physical 
weld quality information and the operational data obtained during the welding process, 
and then perform real-time monitoring and prediction through various forms of process 
and weld attribute data. Specific approaches that have been applied to weld quality 
monitoring in ultrasonic welding are analytical regression models, statistical process 
control, and machine learning algorithms [45-46]. Among these methods, machine 
learning algorithms are proven to the most promising process technique of all for weld 
quality monitoring [45-47]. 
Since determining the weld quality through mechanical performance testing such 
as lap-shear strength and fatigue testing through a periodical sampling is destructive, 
an alternative way is needed to predict weld quality through process parameters, weld 
attributes, and joint performance. This would require the development of a model to 
relate welding process parameters, weld attributes, and joint performance to weld 
quality classifications. These models can help detect abnormal welds or the trend 
towards the negative aspects of welding during weld quality monitoring. However, 
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there have been rather limited research efforts to date on the development of effective 
weld quality classification algorithms for UCW. Few have adopted machine learning 
techniques to classify or predict different weld quality classes. Additionally, nearly all 
of the research efforts on weld quality monitoring have been based on limited sample 
size of laboratory data. With complex relationships among inputs and outputs, the use 
of a limited number of input parameters can severely affect the effectiveness in training 
and validating machine learning algorithms. 
In summary, there are three major gaps in the state of the research in introducing 
advanced machine learning algorithms for effectively monitoring and predicting 
ultrasonic composite welding (UCW) quality: 1) there is a lack of a well-established 
relationship among process parameters, weld attributes, and joint mechanical 
performance for UCW. Existing models only use some parts of process parameters and 
limited weld attributes to related to joint mechanical performance, which may result in 
the loss of useful information from available data for weld quality monitoring. 2) Input 
data in existing models are only based on limited weld process experiments. Therefore, 
the resulting weld quality monitoring algorithms may not be applicable for general 
applications, particularly for production environment. 3) Nearly all the existing weld 
quality classification or prediction models are based on a set of pre-defined features 
extracted from the time-series process signals. However, there exist uncertainties in 
whether these pre-defined features have been properly defined and extracted from a 
given set of process signals. Some of the uncertainties includes: 1) Feature definitions 
can be rather subjective and limited by available process data; 2) Feature extraction 
requires pre-processing of process signals, which may result in loss of useful signal 
information. In view of the above critical assessments, this dissertation aims to develop 
neural network models that are respectively applied to both feature-based data and full 
time-series-based data so that the deficiencies in existing models discussed earlier can 
be mitigated for UCW quality monitoring and assurance purposes. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The first objective of this research is to develop a more general relationship 
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between weld quality classes and weld process parameters, weld attributes, and joint 
performance. With such a relationship, weld quality classes can be applied to train 
classification and prediction through neural network algorithms. The second objective 
is to apply neural network-based models to achieve robust and advantageous for weld 
quality monitoring in UCW under various input data formats. Finally, an efficient and 
versatile data simulation approach will be developed for generating a large amount of 
simulated process data that are consistent with experimental welding process signals. 
These simulated process data can be used for supporting the training of neural network-
based models for weld quality monitoring algorithms when sufficient experimental data 
are limited in scope. 
The major research tasks are described as follows: 
(1) Define the relationship between welding process signals, their characteristics, and 
weld quality classes through a detailed examination of weld experimental data. It 
has been well established that welding process signals contain information about 
the weld formation process which can be related to final weld geometric attributes, 
lap-shear strengths, and weld quality classes. This can be accomplished through 
the development of a set of process signal characteristic features that can be related 
to weld quality classes as a set of output criteria for training of quality monitoring 
algorithms. 
(2) Investigate the performance of limited experimental feature-based data on quality 
monitoring in UCW and develop an algorithm that can improve its classification 
accuracy and efficiency. UCW is a relatively new process to the automotive 
industry. As such, there is still lack of a detailed understanding of the impact of 
process parameters on various weld attributes and the resulting joint performance. 
Therefore, nearly all of the existing quality monitoring methods on UCW are based 
on a set of pre-defined features that can be extracted from time-series process 
signals. However, the efficiency of these methods may not be satisfactory. It can 
be hypothesized that an advanced neural network algorithm trained with feature-
based data should perform better, compared to other non-neural network 
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techniques for weld quality monitoring purpose. Additionally, since different 
feature sets may affect classification accuracy, it is hypothesized that a new feature 
selection method that considers multiple weld quality classes to select the most 
significant features will be simple but efficient. 
(3) Investigate the feasibility using simulated time-series-based data for training weld 
quality monitoring algorithm when lacking of a large amount of UCW process 
data. The majority of existing research on weld quality monitoring in ultrasonic 
welding are based on features extracted from limited weld experiments and 
process data that may be insufficient to support the training and validation of the 
advanced quality monitoring algorithms. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a 
methodology for supplement available process signals with simulated process 
signals for data-driven model development purpose. In so doing, feature-based 
quality classification models can be replaced by taking advantage of deep neural 
network classification model by using both actual and simulated time-series 
process signal data. 
The above tasks and their interrelationships are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 1.1.  An overview of the tasks and approaches of the dissertation 
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1.3 Assumptions of the Work 
The input data of all classification and prediction models in the dissertation are 
based on hundreds of weld experiments described in Chapter 2. However, if there are 
issues in the materials and the weld experiments, the subsequent weld quality 
determination, feature extraction and selection, data simulation, quality monitoring, and 
the conclusion will be invalid. Therefore, the related assumptions of the materials and 
experiments are: 
(1) Since all of the weldments are produced from the same production batch, there 
will be no obvious defects and differences between weldments; 
(2) The experimental environment will not have a significant influence on the welding 
results; 
(3) The procedure of weld experiments is correct; 
(4) The 112 samples collected contained all possible weld quality classes in UCW; 
1.4 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is written in a multi-manuscript format. Chapter 1 serves as an 
integrated introduction while Chapter 2 provides a state-of-the-art review of 
representative publications in this overall subject area and provide necessary 
background information on UCW process descriptions, weld attributes, and weld 
quality and mechanical performance test procedures. Experimental data generation 
process is also described. The content of Chapter 3 has already been published in SME 
Journal of Manufacturing Systems. The title of the paper is ‘Feature-based quality 
classification for ultrasonic welding of carbon fiber reinforced polymer through 
Bayesian Regularized Neural Network’. The content of Chapter 4 has been finalized 
and submitted to SME Journal of Manufacturing Systems. The title of the paper is 
‘Quality Detection and Classification for Ultrasonic Welding of Carbon Fiber 
Composites using Time-series Data and Neural Network Methods’. 
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Chapter 3 first investigates the relationship between weld parameters, attributes, 
and joint performance in ultrasonic welding of injection modeled CFRP material to pre-
define weld quality classes. Specifically, the classes are pre-defined by the correlation 
among weld energy, maximum lap-shear strength, and the microstructure of weld zone. 
Then the chapter proposes a simple and efficient feature selection method that combines 
Fisher’s ratio and clustering overlap analysis to screen the most significant features for 
predicting from multiple weld quality classes. Several feature selection and weld 
quality classification methods are compared. A Bayesian Regularized Neural Network 
(BRNN) model is found to be more accurate and robust when classifying weld quality 
in UCW than the previously proposed methods of support vector machine (SVM), k-
nearest neighbors (kNN), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) when using limited 
size feature-based data as the input. 
Chapter 4 also uses the correlation among weld energy levels, maximum lap-shear 
strength and the percentage of carbon fiber mixed within weld zone to determine weld 
quality classes. The pre-defined weld quality classes are the output criteria of following 
deep learning quality monitoring algorithms. Next, the chapter proposes a Multivariate 
Monte Carlo (MMC) simulation with copulas approach that can generate reasonably 
large amounts of time-series process signals in UCW. With the large data generated by 
simulation approach, a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model is applied to 
perform weld quality classification. The model is found to be more accurate and robust, 
not only under small size of input data, but also under large training data set size, when 
compared with previously researched methods applied in ultrasonic welding. In 
addition, neural network-based models can obtain higher accuracy with the input of 
feature-based data and time-series-based data compared with non-neural network 
techniques. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings and major contributions of this research. 
Further areas of research are also highlighted for taking advantage of the approaches 
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND STATE-OF-THE-ART 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter first reviews the literature related to the proposed research in detail. 
This includes the state-of-the-art of relevant joining techniques, particularly, the weld 
formation mechanisms of ultrasonic welding process, and existing criteria in weld 
quality determination. Various methods of signal processing, feature selection and 
dimension reduction, and quality monitoring for ultrasonic welding are then discussed. 
Welding experiments and data acquisition techniques conducted by Wang et al. [1] and 
Li et al. [2] are introduced at the end, which serves a starting point of this research. 
Note that in their investigations [1, 2], the material used was injected molded short 
carbon fiber reinforced Nylon 6 plastic coupons. The main weld variables and 
parameters of weld experiments were determined by a two-level full factorial 
experimental design that found that weld energy levels are the most significant factor 
in determining weld attributes and joint performance. Under optimal parameter settings, 
weld attributes such as weld area and microstructure of weld zone were extracted, and 
joint performance such as maximum lap-shear strength was measured to determine 
weld quality. The weld quality determination criteria are the output criteria of quality 
monitoring algorithms in further chapters. 
Based on available literature, the existing methods for weld quality monitoring in 
ultrasonic welding can be categorized into three types: (1) building regression analytical 
models, (2) constructing statistical process control charts, and (3) monitoring by 
machine learning algorithms. Given the complex data nature, multiple data sources, 
large amount of data as input, typically associated with ultrasonic welding process, 
machine learning algorithms should be a better choice for the process quality 
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monitoring purpose, compared with the analytical model and control chart. However, 
to do so, some gaps exist. These include: 1) lack of a sufficient understanding of the 
relationship among weld parameters, weld attributes, performance; 2) lack of sufficient 
number of weld experiments that can be used as training data to support deep learning 
algorithms; 3) lack of research on quality monitoring models that directly take time-
series process signals as the input. These gaps must be addressed in order to achieve a 
reliable weld quality classification for ultrasonic welding process. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 reviews the 
state-of-the-art of joining technologies that are adopted in various manufacturing 
processes for joining CFRP materials. Section 2.3 describes the mechanisms and 
characteristics of ultrasonic welding. Section 2.4 reviews the typical weld attributes and 
the performance of weldments extracted in ultrasonic welding process and the 
commonly used criteria to determine weld quality. Section 2.5 discusses the methods 
for signal processing, feature selection and dimension reduction for ultrasonic welding. 
Section 2.6 introduces the Monte Carlo simulation approach using to generate large 
amounts of time-series process signals. Section 2.7 lists the existing quality monitoring 
models in ultrasonic welding. Section 2.8 reviews the weld experiments and data 
collection from the previous research. Finally, section 2.9 summarizes and concludes 
the chapter. 
2.2 State-of-the-art of Joining Technologies 
The main joining technologies for CFRP materials in manufacturing are adhesive 
bonding, mechanical fastening, and fusion welding [3-5]. Each joining technique has 
specific characteristics. For instance, adhesive bonding joins CFRP materials with a 
polymer/solvent mixture that bonds the workpieces together after solidification. This 
technique has the advantages of low cost, lightweight, good fatigue-resistance, and 
good sealing and insulation performance. However, this technique needs special surface 
treatment before gluing, and requires high precision during the joining process. 
Moreover, an adhesive joint is a permanent connection which cannot be disassembled 
after being formed [3-8]. When precision bonding is not required, mechanical fastening 
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techniques are preferred. This involves creating a joint with fasteners such as screws or 
rivets. This technique is more suited for joining stronger plastics without special 
pretreatment to the surface. Workpieces joined through mechanical fastening can be 
assembled and disassembled repeatedly, as such, the assembly is easy to repair and 
replace. Nevertheless, the process adds weight to the workpieces and introduces fatigue 
due to loading at specific positions [3-5, 9-11]. Finally, fusion welding has the strengths 
of fast joining speed, high strength, high reliability, lightweight, etc. [3-5]. Due to these 
advantages, fusion welding accounts for a large proportion of CFRP joints in various 
industries [12-15]. Typical fusion joining techniques of CFRP materials are laser 
welding, resistance welding, vibration welding, and ultrasonic welding [3-5]. Among 
them, ultrasonic welding has better weld parameters control, less energy consumption, 
and good capability for joining different shapes of CFRP materials, and is considered 
superior to laser welding, resistance welding, and vibration welding [16-18]. 
2.3 Mechanisms and Characteristics of Ultrasonic Welding 
Ultrasonic welding can be applied to both metals and composites. Started in the 
mid-1960’s [19, 20], ultrasonic metal welding (UMW) is a widely applied technique in 
industry. In recent decades, industries like automotive, aerospace, marine and electric 
appliances have extensively applied ultrasonic welding processes due to its simplicity 
and safety. The application of ultrasonic welding to CFRP composites in automotive 
industry, however, is relatively new. A physical understanding of the process has not 
been completely understood yet [21, 22]. Therefore, in this section, previous research 
on the fundamental mechanisms and characteristics of ultrasonic composite welding 
(UCW) are reviewed. 
Ultrasonic welding is the process that joins the surfaces of two objects by high-
frequency vibration wave transmission. Under pressure, the surfaces of the objects rub 
against each other through vertical vibration, and then form a fusion connection 
between the molecular layers [19, 20, 23, 24]. The weld system elements are composed 
of a press, an anvil, an ultrasonic stack, the power supply, and the controller [25, 26]. 
The press locates two weld objects together under pressure by pneumatic or electric 
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drive. The anvil provides a place to locate the weld materials. The core of an ultrasonic 
welding machine is ultrasonic stack, which consists of a converter, an optimal booster, 
and a horn. The converter transforms a high-frequency electrical signal into mechanical 
vibration with equivalent frequency. The booster modifies the amplitude of the 
mechanical vibration. The horn applies the amplified mechanical vibration to the parts 
to be welded. The power supply and controller generate the high power signals at high 
frequency and control the horn movement, respectively [26]. 
Ultrasonic waves act on the material contact surfaces with high-frequency 
vibrations when applied to thermoplastic materials, producing tens of thousands of 
high-frequency vibrations per second [27-29]. The workpieces are fixed in the middle 
of the anvil and the horn, and then the energy of high-frequency acoustic vibration 
generated by a power supply is transmitted to the horn then to the workpieces. When 
the vertical vibration reaches a certain amplitude, energy is transmitted to the weld zone. 
Due to the large acoustic impedance at the weld joint interface, friction between the 
molecules at the interface will cause viscoelastic heat leading to local heat accumulation. 
Moreover, poor thermal conductivity of thermoplastic materials concentrates the heat 
in the weld zone. With increasing temperature, the contact surfaces of two workpieces 
melt rapidly. Under pressure, they are joined together, however, the pressure will last 
for a few seconds in order to solidify the materials when the ultrasonic waves cease. 
The two workpieces have then formed a strong molecular chain in the weld zone [3]. 
The molecular chain in the weldment should have the same good properties as the 
workpiece materials after welding process. In summary, the UCW process can be 
summarized in five steps: 1) horn and workpieces vibrate; 2) viscoelastic heating is 
generated due to intermolecular friction; 3) heat accumulates at the weld zone and the 
temperature rises; 4) the polymer melts and the carbon fiber flows into the melt pool; 
and 5) intermolecular diffusion of polymer chains forms across the interface [29]. 
2.4 Weld Attributes, Joint Performance, and Weld Quality Determination 
There is an association between weld process parameters, weld attributes, joint 
performance, and weld quality. From the association of these four elements, weld 
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quality can be indirectly determined by weld attributes and joint performance, such as 
lap-shear strength, toughness, weld area, indentation, and microstructure of weld zone, 
etc. 
Weld attributes and joint performance analysis 
Analyzing weld parameters is a common approach when researching weld quality. 
In previous research, parameters like weld time, speed, energy, displacement, etc., are 
the primary factors captured during the process [1, 28, 30, 31]. In addition, Liu and 
Chang [32] studied how weld parameters like amplitude and hold time impact joint 
performance when welding Nylon composites. H. Pouranvari et al. [33] modeled the 
effects of weld parameters on the weld nugget size. Other authors introduced an energy 
director as an approach to improve weld quality joint strength [32, 34, 35]. Generally 
speaking, specifying optimal weld parameters will lead to a higher probability of better 
weld attributes and joint performance. 
General characteristics of ultrasonic welding that characterize a weld process fall 
into two common types, weld attributes and joint performance. Specifically, weld 
attributes are the external characteristics of weldments such as the thermo-mechanically 
affected zone, cracks, weld shapes, and so on [33, 36-38]. Joint performance represents 
the intrinsic properties of the weldments. These properties cannot be acquired by 
observation such as lap-shear strength, bond density, and toughness, but need to be 
tested by dedicated apparatus [39, 40]. However, joint performance is a more objective 
approach for determining weld quality [41-44]. 
Weld quality determination 
Weld quality determination is a core activity that must be completed before 
classification and prediction training tasks can be undertaken. Classification algorithms 
must have training criteria to predict different weld quality classes. Some researchers 
have defined quality through examining the microstructure of the weld zone [45-47]. 
For example, when using a microstructural analysis of the weld zone, three common 
failure modes can be observed at different weld energy levels, as shown in Figure 2.1 
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[45]. They are interfacial separation, nugget shear fracture, and nugget pull-out fracture. 
Specifically, interfacial separation occurs when weld energy ranges from 200 J to 600 
J, which is caused by polymer fracture. This failure mode is characterized by a small 
weld area and low strength. For nugget shear fracture, which occurs when the weld 
energy is between 600 J and 1000 J, the polymer ruptures and the carbon fiber 
simultaneously pulls out from the polymer matrix. Nugget pull-out fracture, which 
occurs when energy larger than 1000 J, is characterized by pull-out of composite from 
one workpiece then sticking to the other piece. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.  Three typical failure modes: (a) interfacial separation, (b) nugget 
shear fracture, and (c) nugget pull-out fracture [45] 
 
Other researchers use analytical models of weld attributes and performance (e.g., 
weld area, thickness, horn indentation, lap-shear strength, stiffness, etc.) to classify 
different weld quality types [1, 2, 39, 45, 47-51]. For instance, Wang et al. [1, 45] 
developed an analytical model for shear toughness and maximum lap-shear strength 
from weld parameters such as weld energy. This model explains the relationship in 
detail and allows the determination of parameters ranges corresponding to different 
weld quality, as shown in Figure 2.2. The weld area, lap-shear strength, and toughness 
can be divided into piecewise functions. Details of the analytical models can be found 
in [45]. To a certain extent, the weld attributes and joint performance are predictable 




(a)                     (b)                (c) 
Figure 2.2.  Predicted versus experimental dependencies of cohesive 
parameters: (a) shear strength, (b) shear toughness, and (c) weld area on the 
welding energy [45] 
 
In summary, the mechanisms and characteristics of UCW have been described, 
and other researchers’ work on parameters, weld attributes and joint performance have 
been summarized. Next, how the data from weld experiments can be processed is 
reviewed. 
2.5 Signal Processing, Feature Selection, and Dimension Reduction 
The main parameters of the ultrasonic welding process are current, voltage, travel 
speed, power, force, and displacement, etc. These signals all have potential as inputs 
into quality prediction algorithms. However, the variety of signals that can be collected 
does not necessary mean all of them are helpful for quality detection and monitoring 
during the welding process. Therefore, signals and the processing methods will be first 
reviewed, then the feature selection and dimension reduction methods will be discussed. 
Signal processing methods 
Signals are very important for quality detection and monitoring in welding process. 
Different signals can be directly obtained from welding process software or be acquired 
by external sensors. Specifically, in ultrasonic welding, the commonly signals extracted 
are clamping force [52], clamp displacement [30, 52], power [30, 52], weld energy [1, 
45, 53] and temperature [54], etc. However, due to noise in the environment and the 
welding process, it is difficult to directly adopt these signals for fault detection. 
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Therefore, signals should be filtered first prior to further feature selection and 
dimension reduction in order to mitigate the impact of noise. 
When acquiring welding process signals, no matter if it is in the laboratory or 
during a production process, noise cannot be avoided. It usually comes from 
background and the welding process, which is an obstacle to extracting valuable 
information [55]. The noise appearing in a welding process is frequently assumed 
stochastic, with a Gaussian distribution [56, 57]. The probability density function p of 
Gaussian noise is shown in Equation (2.1). 
  (2.1) 
where z is the Gaussian random variable, μ is the mean value, and σ is the standard 
deviation [58]. In order to reduce the negative impact of Gaussian noise, Gaussian 
filters, median filters, and Wiener filter are typically applied to remove the noise, not 
only for parametric digital signals but also for vision image signals [59]. Literature 
related to filtering of signals for various welding processes are listed in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1  Signal processing methods applied in welding process 
Data source (signals) Processing methods Weld type Refs 
Arc spectrum, arc sound signal, arc 
voltage signal, temperature signal 
FFT/STFT/Wavelet packet GMAW, 
GTAW 
[60] [61] [62] 
[63] [64] 
Photodiode, visual sensor, 
spectrometer, acoustical sensor, 






[65] [66] [67] 
[68] [69] 
Arc current signal, arc voltage signal Moving average P-MAG [70] 
Ultrasonic signals: power signal, 







Focusing only on ultrasonic welding, power, energy, displacement, force, and 
frequency signals have been preprocessed by unique processing methods. For example, 
Grasso et al. [73, 74] and Shao et al. [75] applied a statistical process control (SPC) 















transform [76-78], where the signal is transformed into the time-frequency domain with 
a window size varying with the frequency. This filter reduces insignificant frequency 
parts but keeps the characteristic frequency bands. 
Additionally, signal to noise ratio (SNR), mean square error (MSE) or root mean 
square error (RMSE), and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are parameters used for 
determining the efficiency of filters [56]. 
(1) In the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a higher ratio indicates the background 
noise is less obvious. 
 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = !!"#$%&
!$'"!(
 (2.2) 
where 𝑃"#$%&' is the average power of raw signals, and 𝑃%(#") is the average power 
of noise [79, 80]. 
(2) MSE and RMSE represent the measurement of the degree of difference 
between an estimator and an estimated amount [81, 82]: 
 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = *
+%
∑ ∑ ‖𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐾(𝑖, 𝑗)‖,%-*.+-*.  (2.3) 
 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑀𝑆𝐸 (2.4) 
where I and K are the two-dimension categories, m and n are the size of I and K. 
(3) PSNR usually compares the maximum signal and the background noise. The 
higher the value, the better the quality of the reconstructed signal [83]. 





where 𝑀𝐴𝑋4, is the maximum possible value of the signal, MSE is the mean squared 
error of the signal. 
In general, the aim of signal processing is a preprocessing transformation in 
preparation for feature extraction. Features represent points or characteristics from 
multiple continuous data signals that summarize its information, and therefore 
extraction creates a new dataset [84-86]. Generally, the features to be extracted are 
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determined by criteria defined by researchers, and may be represented by peak values, 
inflection points, slopes, areas, etc. 
Feature selection and dimension reduction methods 
The object of feature selection is to filter irrelevant or redundant features from a 
raw dataset. This process finds a parsimonious set of features to reduce the problem’s 
dimension and but keep maximum information content. This is useful for decreasing 
computational effort, controlling quality, and saving time when faced with the large 
input of ultrasonic welding data [86, 87]. Common approaches used in dimensionality 
reduction are discussed as follows: 
(1) Correlation analysis: Correlation analysis is a statistical method that is calculated 
from the variance and co-variance matrix to evaluate the correlation among 
features [88]. It helps to quantify the correlation among different variables in order 
to reduce the redundancy between features. Correlation measures range from -1 to 
1, where a negative correlation means the trend of one variable decreases as the 
trend of the other increases. Conversely, positive correlation indicates both 
variables trend in the same direction. As the absolute value of correlation measure 
increases, the stronger their correlation. When the correlation measure equals 0, 
the two variables are independent. Angam Praveen et al. [78] applied correlation 
analysis to reduce white noise and then select features. Yaser et al. [89] studied 
signal correlation for monitoring tool wear in ultrasonic welding. 
(2) Fisher’s ratio: Fisher’s ratio is a measure for the linear discrimination power of 
two variables representing classes with different means 𝜇* and 𝜇,, and variance 
𝜎*, and 𝜎,, [90]. 




Fisher’s ratio can be used for feature selection, as the higher the Fisher’s ratio, 
the lower repeatability of the two features. As such, a higher Fisher’s ratio 
indicates better feature discrimination [90]. Related concepts are F-test (analysis 
of variance ANOVA) and p-value. As an application example, each feature 
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acquired from a welding process has a mean and variance, and each feature is 
compared to all others by calculating the pairwise Fisher’s ratio. If the ratio value 
is larger than a threshold, the feature will be kept. Otherwise, the features will be 
removed. 
(3) Linear discriminant analysis: Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) selects features 
by projecting data from a training set on a line using tools from linear combination 
that minimizes the distribution of projected sample points within the same class, 
while simultaneously maximizing the distribution of projected points from the 
other classes. Features are sequentially added to the model, the distance between 
the different classes is calculated, and a feature is retained when the distance 
between the classes increases after the projection. 
The LDA approach has been used for feature selection in UMW. For example, 
Nazir and Shao [91] used LDA and the high dimension discriminant analysis -
quadratic discriminant analysis - to select features and then classify weld quality. 
The classification accuracy was respective 97%, 99.5%, or 83.5% when using 
individual acoustic emission, displacement, or power features as the input. In 
addition, Guo et al. [92] applied LDA and variant discriminant analysis methods 
based on LDA, such as vectorized LDA, uncorrelated multilinear LDA, and 
regularized uncorrelated multilinear LDA, to classify five weld quality types in 
UMW. The overall identification rate of these LDA methods was around 73%. 
In summary, the three approaches applied to feature selection and dimension 








Table 2.2  The strengths and weaknesses of commonly used selection methods in 
welding process 
Methods Strengths and weaknesses 
Correlation 
thresholds 
Pros: Applying correlation thresholds works for similar features provide 
redundant information. And the method is fast and simple to calculate. 
Cons: There is an issue to choose proper threshold, if the threshold is set 
too low, useful information will be dropped, otherwise, redundant 




Pros: Fisher’s ratio is an intuitive, fast and simple measurement for linear 
or nonlinear discriminating power of variables. 
Cons: It is not robustness for dealing with multidimensional categories; 
there is an issue to select the proper Fisher’s threshold. 
LDA Pros: LDA is a supervised dimensionality reduction approach that uses 
labels to measure the differences of features from each category. 
Cons: The method is not suitable for a non-Gaussian distributed data input 
and the approach has the limitation in dimensionality reduction when 
dimension is larger than k-1. 
 
2.6 Monte Carlo Simulation 
Multivariate Monte Carlo (MMC) simulation is a method using random sampling 
and statistical distributions first published by Stanislaw Ulam, and used by Von 
Neumann in computer modelling in the late 1940s [93]. The basic principle of the 
simulation is an approach which based on the probability model of the existing data, 
and then estimates the samplings by introducing a random parameter [94]. Usually, 
there are three commonly types of MMC simulation for generating data: they are 1) 
normal approximation MMC simulation [95], 2) semi-empirical distribution MMC 
simulation [96], and 3) empirical distribution MMC simulation with copulas [97]. The 
difference of them are the assumptions. For example, 1st approach uses the normal 
distribution as the assumption. While the 2nd and the 3rd approach assume the original 
data follows semi-empirical and empirical distribution, respectively. In addition, the 3rd 
approach also introduces a copulas factor, which takes joint probability of each data 
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point into consideration. Since the time-series-based data of ultrasonic welding is 
dependent with the previous data points, the empirical distribution MMC simulation 
with copulas is determined as the most proper approach to generate large amounts of 
data. 
In literature review, Papadrakakis et al. [98] used MMC simulation method 
incorporating the importance sampling technique for selecting the most significant 
samples. Then the author optimized the reliability-based structural of large-scale 
systems through these samples. With the simulated signals, the optimal design 
optimization parameters could be determined. In another one, Heslop et al. [99] adopted 
the same simulation approach on time-series paleoclimatic records to simulate the 
sampling of paleoclimate involving the addition types of noises. The Chapter 4 of the 
dissertation also used copulas MMC simulation approach to generate large amounts of 
time-series process signals of UCW to train the deep convolutional neural network 
algorithm. The comparison and selection of three commonly MMC simulation 
approaches is described of the Appendix 4.A in Chapter 4. 
2.7 Weld Quality Monitoring 
Beyond of feature selection and dimension reduction, classification is also very 
important to quality detection and monitoring [60, 61]. Appropriate classification 
algorithms can detect various weld classes effectively. The criteria used to measure the 
accuracy of classification methods are 𝛼  error and 𝛽  error. In previous research, 
support vector machine (SVM) [91, 100], k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [91], and artificial 
neural network (ANN)-based models [49, 101, 102] have been used for fault detection 
and prediction, not just in ultrasonic welding [72], but in other welding process such as 
arc welding [60, 64, 103], friction stir welding [104], and laser welding [65, 66]. 
Support vector machine 
A SVM is a generalized linear classifier that searches for a maximum-margin 
hyperplane within the raw data. The algorithm seeks to identify a decision boundary 
that maximizes the distance between the nearest units of different classes [105, 106]. 
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The SVM algorithm is robustness against overfitting when dealing with high-
dimensional classification. However, kernel mechanisms must be included to solve 
nonlinear classification problems [107]. Because the approach is memory intensive 
[108], selecting proper kernels is tricky. Also, sometimes the method does not scale 
well to large datasets. Therefore, an SVM algorithm should generally be selected when 
the sample size is small. A mathematical explanation of the algorithm will be discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
Previous use of SVM in welding includes Zhang et al. [60], who proposed SVM 
cross-validation for weld type detection in arc welding [60, 64, 103], and Chen et al. 
[103] who formulated an SVM-based fuzzy rules system for laser welding [65]. In 
addition, Wang et al. [72] combined SVM and backpropagation-ANN (B-ANN) to 
screen features and classify joint strength in resistance ultrasonic welding system. In 
general, SVM and SVM-based selection or classification approaches commonly appear 
as methods for quality monitoring in welding techniques. Nevertheless, the approach 
has limitations when applied to multi-dimensional or large volumes of input data. 
K-nearest neighbors 
The idea of the kNN algorithm is to calculate the distance of an observation to its 
k-nearest neighbors in the testing data set. When the majority of these k-nearest 
neighbors belong to a given class, the new sample is classified as that class. The 
disadvantage of this algorithm is it must calculate the distance to all samples before 
ranking the distances to establish the k-nearest neighbors. This requires a large 
computational overhead to obtain classification results when the size of the sample set 
is very large. 
Nazir and Shao [91] compared kNN with LDA for weld quality monitoring in 
UMW based on various features. With sensor fusion, kNN could obtain an 
identification accuracy around 99%. 
Artificial neural networks 
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An ANN is an operational model that was created in 1990s to exploit the 
architecture of the human brain to perform tasks. The algorithm consists of inputs, 
outputs and a large amount of interconnected cells or ‘neurons’ [109, 110]. As the 
number of neurons increase, the more complicated the model will be. Each neuron layer 
correlates its input and output with an activation function or propagation function. 
Usually sigmoid and ReLu are selected as the activation functions. Weight functions act 
on each path from the previous layer to the next layer, denoting the importance of each 
connection. 
At the input, 𝒛(.) = 𝒙, and output, 𝒛(;) = 𝒂(;), layers. Activation functions in 
hidden layers is denoted by a σ function. In the hidden layers, weight function multiplies 
the output side of the previous hidden layer to the input side of the hidden layer. The 
transmission function has a form like: 
 	𝒂(') = 𝑾(')𝒛('-*) (2.7) 
 𝒛(') = 𝝈(𝒂(')) (2.8) 
where the hidden layer l ranges from 1 to L. When a bias term is introduced, the form 
changes to: 
 	𝒂(') = 𝑾(')𝒛('-*)+bias (2.9) 







where subscript n indicates the dimension of input, subscript j indicates the neuron 
number. Considering hidden layer l, 𝑎%<
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When propagating to next layer, the chain is derivative of the form: 
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In summary, the propagation principle with loss function could be represented as: 
  𝛿%<





then the correlation with layer l and l +1 are connected. 
When determining the weight and bias of the neural network models, the network 
is trained using optimization techniques. A learning rate is used to define the size of the 
corrective steps at each iteration, driving the program towards its optimal result [111]. 
A high learning rate will shorten the training time, but decreases accuracy [112, 113]. 
ANN-based models are the most applied approach used for fault detection and 
prediction, not only in ultrasonic welding system, but also for other types of welding 
processes. For example, perception ANN had been used for classifying weld flaws by 
analyzing parametric digital signals in arc welding [64, 68, 69, 71] and vision digital 
signals acquired from radiographic images in welding process [114]. In friction stir 
welding, supervised learning ANN was used for sensor-based monitoring and control 
[104]. Neural network-based deep learning algorithms like convolutional neural 
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network (CNN) [115, 116], generative adversarial network (GAN) [116], and deep 
neural network (DNN) [117] have been used to detect and classify quality through 
image signals in arc welding [116] and laser welding [117]. For example, Li et al. [49] 
applied a backpropagation ANN to predict weld quality under each of three surface 
contact conditions, with a gap, polished, and as-received. The overall identification 
error rate was around 3% for with a gap, 6% for polished, and 40% for as-received. In 
addition, Lee et al. [118] used a neural network algorithm to classify weld quality in 
resistance spot welding, with about 88.8% of the total number of sample’s lap-shear 
strength successfully inferred for the welding type. In general, ANN and deep learning 
neural network algorithms can deal with large amounts of input data and uncertain or 
non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs. 
2.8 Weld Experiments Setup and Data Acquisition 
This section introduces the UCW experiments that provided the data for this thesis 
in detail, including the material, the weld machine and related apparatus, as conducted 
by [2] and [1]. 
Material selection 
The material used in this research is injection molded CFRP Nylon 6 plastic sheets. 
It is a semi-crystalline material [1] consisting of two parts, the carbon fiber 
reinforcement and the matrix. The reinforcement is what determines the rigidity and 
strength of the material, while the matrix is a doped polymer resin. The material has a 
matrix consisting of polyamide 6 reinforced with 30% weight fraction of fibers. The 
dimension of the workpieces to be welded are 138 mm (length)*38 mm (width)*3 mm 
(depth). The contact area of two workpieces is 38 mm×38 mm. In addition, the mean 
diameter and the length of the fibers are 8 μm and 250 μm, respectively [2]. The CFRP 




Figure 2.3.  The CFRP coupons using in weld experiments 
 
Weld machine and related apparatus 
The CFRP coupons were joined using an iQ Servo Ultrasonic Welding Machine 
[119], which has an ultrasonic generator generating a 20 kHz vibration, and a tool head 
with a horn diameter of 9.5 mm. The weld machine and the schematic diagram of 
joining process are illustrated in Figure 2.4. In addition, other apparatus used in the 
experiments include an oven [120], a universal tensile testing system [121], and a 
scanning electron microscope [122]. They are shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
(a)                             (b) 
Figure 2.4.  (a) Ultrasonic composite welding machine, (b) schematic diagram of 
joining process 
 
(1) Oven: An oven was used for baking the test coupons to remove the moisture. The 
reasons of removing the moisture are that it would weaken the joining strength and 
reduce the weld effect. The oven type is Thermo Scientific Lindberg/Blue M 1100℃ 
Box Furnace BF51700 Series [120]. The baking temperature was preset at around 
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70℃ for dehumidifying of CFRP material. The weldments need to be baked at the 
preset temperature for at least 1 day (around 24 hours), and then it takes around 1 
day (around 24 hours) to cool down before welding. 
(2) Universal testing systems: A lap-shear strength tester was used to test the loading 
capacity of welded coupons. The tester is a 3345 Series Universal Testing Systems 
with force transducer model 2519-107 up to 5000 N and 1123 mm vertical test 
space. The related processing software is Bluehill Universal [121]. 
(3) Scanning electron microscope: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used 
for visualizing the microstructure of the welded workpiece. SEM equipment such 
as 1) Thermo Fisher Quanta 3D SEM/FIB, 2) Thermo Fisher Nova 200 Nanolab 
SEM/FIB, and 3) Thermo Fisher Helios 650 Nanolab SEM/FIB were used to 
capture the microstructure of weld zone. In addition, the weld area was calculated 
by software ImageJ [122]. The contact surfaces of two workpieces after being 
separated and the weld zone were scanned and analyzed with ImageJ, where the 
weld area was differentiated by setting binary pixels. 
 
   
(a)             (b)                   (c) 
Figure 2.5. The related experiment apparatus using in welding process: (a) 




Detailed welding process steps are described in Chapter 3. In addition, according 
to the weld experiments conducted by [2] and [1], a two-level full factorial experimental 
design was performed to extract which parameters have the most significant influence 
on weld attributes and joint performance [1]. The parameters that have the most 
significant influence on weld results are weld energy, trigger force, plunge speed, 
holding time and amplitude. The ranges of these parameters are listed in Table 2.3. The 
minimum, median, and maximum value were selected as the variables for weld 
experiments. Under each experiment, the rest of the parameters were kept at fixed 
values. Three replicate tests were performed under the same parameter settings, and the 
welded samples were tested on a tensile machine with a constant displacement speed 
of 2 mm/min. The main effect of the lap-shear test was the average strength value of 
these weld parameters are shown in Figure 2.6. As can be seen in the figure, the 
maximum lap-shear load-weld energy relationship has the largest slope among all the 
parameters, which indicates the weld energy has the most significant influence on the 
maximum lap-shear load. Therefore, the weld energy was selected as the key parameter 
of the welding process. The best setting for the other process parameter variables was 
also determined. Based on the weld experiments, the optimal process parameter settings 
extracted from experimental design was a trigger force of 200 N (45 lb), a weld speed 
of 0.3 mm/s (0.0118 in/s), a holding time of 6 s, and a vibration amplitude of ±33 μm 
(95% of the peak value). Under these optimal welding process parameter settings, weld 
coupons were fabricated at weld energy levels of 200 J, 400 J, 600 J, 800 J, 1000 J, 
1200 J, 1400 J, and 1600 J [1]. 
 
Table 2.3  The ranges of different weld parameters 
Weld Parameters Ranges 
Trigger force 100 ~ 200 N 
Weld energy 200 ~ 600 J 
Plunge speed 0.1 ~ 0.3 mm/s 
Holding time 2 ~ 6 s 




Figure 2.6.  The main effects of lap-shear strength tests with different weld 
parameters 
 
Weld attributes and joint performance extraction 
When completing data acquisition from weld experiments, weld attributes such as 
the microstructure and weld area, and weld performance such as the maximum lap-
shear strength of each weldment were tested and measured in order to determine weld 
quality classes. 
The lap-shear strength test is used to test the strength of the workpieces after the 
joining process. There is a threshold of weld parameter that determines the maximum 
lap-shear strength. When the weld energy level is too low, the weld may be hard to 
form. In contrast, when the energy level is higher than the threshold, the microstructure 
of weld zone may be disrupted due to the overheating, which makes the maximum lap-
shear strength value decrease. 
The weld area is another indicator that represents the weld effects. Area was 
captured and calculated by software ImageJ. The weld area of a sample is shown in 
Figure 2.7. Usually, the relationship of weld energy and weld area is to first increases 
then converges to a constant value. This is because the weld area depends on the size 
of horn. When the energy level is less than the threshold, the weld area will be less than 
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the area of the horn. When the weld energy exceeds a threshold, the weld area will reach 
the horn cross sectional area and thereafter be constant. 
 
 
Figure 2.7.  Illustration of weld area which is calculated by ImageJ 
 
Another significant indicator is microstructure of the weld zone. The evolution of 
the microstructure of a cross-section is shown in Figure 2.8. Between the yellow lines 
is the weld zone. The green and red ovals surround where the flow of carbon fiber and 
the generation of pores occurred during the welding process, respectively. As can be 
seen, when weld energy is lower than 800 J, there is a lower volume fraction of carbon 
fiber in the weld zone. However, large pores are generated in the polymer matrix due 
to the overheating when weld energy is larger than 1200 J [45]. Therefore, 800 J and 
1200 J can be considered approximately as the lower and upper weld energy boundary 
of good-welds. The detailed weld quality determination criteria are described both in 





Figure 2.8.  The evolution of microstructure of the cross-section through the 
weld zone [45] 
 
2.9 Conclusion 
Although there is some research on weld quality monitoring in ultrasonic welding, 
such as: 1) There is a lack of comprehensive understanding of correlation among weld 
parameters, attributes, joint performance, and weld quality in UCW. Most of the 
existing weld quality determination criteria are based on regression analytical models 
which may have some limitations when weld parameters are changed. 2) Weld 
experiment data set size may be insufficient to train and validate weld quality 
monitoring algorithms in ultrasonic welding. Even when quality monitoring algorithms 
obtained from laboratory weld experiments are accurate, they do not necessarily 
reproduce similar good results in the production environment. 3) Nearly all the existing 
quality monitoring models use feature-based data as their input. Feature-based data is 
simple and efficient for quality monitoring when there is small training data set size. 
However, when using large amounts of data as the input, some uncertainties arise for 
feature-based model, namely it is hard to define the features manually, it is hard to 
extract and select the features properly, and feature-based signals need more 
preprocessing and may lose some information, while time-series experimental process 
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FEATURE-BASED WELD QUALITY CLASSIFICATION FOR 
ULTRASONIC WELDING OF CARBON FIBER REINFORCED POLYMER 
THROUGH BAYESIAN REGULARIZED NEURAL NETWORK 
3.1 Introduction 
Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) composite materials are widely used in 
many industries due to their properties of lightweight, high temperature and corrosion 
resistance, and high strength-to-weight ratio. In the automotive industry, these materials 
are excellent for reducing vehicle weight and improving fuel economy and durability. 
Since different manufacturing processes have important influences on the properties of 
CFRP, it is important to select the best joining process for CFRP in automotive 
assemblies. Among the commonly available joining techniques, such as adhesive 
bonding, mechanical fastening, and fusion-based joining [1-3], fusion-based joining is 
attractive for its lightweight, high strength, low cost, and fast processing time [3, 4]. 
The main fusion-based joining techniques for CFRP include laser welding, resistance 
welding, and ultrasonic welding [5, 6]. Ultrasonic welding has good control of the weld 
parameters, consumes less energy, and can join different CFRP material types, thus is 
considered superior to other welding processes by the automotive industry [7]. 
Ultrasonic welding has been commonly used to join sheet metals in automotive 
industry, especially for joining lithium-ion batteries [8, 9]. Researchers had developed 
quality detection and online monitoring algorithms using input signals such as force, 
sound, power, frequency, etc., for ultrasonic metal welding (UMW). The core of this 
research was to extract and select the most appropriate and parsimonious set of features 
that will lead to better monitoring and classification results. For example, Shao et al. 
[10] developed a manufacturing process monitoring algorithm using cross-validation to 
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select the optimal number of features by partitioning feature subsets. The criterion for 
selecting features was to minimize false positive (α or Type I) and false negative (β or 
Type II) errors acquired for different numbers of features. The β  error was 
intentionally set to be close 0%, but the α error is still quite high. Chen et al. [11] 
classified weld defects by using a multi-class support vector machine (SVM) to select 
optimal features and reported a total accuracy >95%. Wang et al. [12] adopted a particle 
swarm optimization SVM algorithm, preprocessing signals by extracting both time and 
frequency domain features to realize the classification, again reporting an accuracy of 
~95%. 
Studies of ultrasonic composite welding (UCW) processes include Li et al. [13] 
and Wang et al. [14], who built regression models to predict outcomes such as weld 
area, lap-shear strength, and toughness based on process parameters that were then used 
to categorize weld quality from acceptable performance ranges. In another work, Li et 
al. [15] applied the backpropagation Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method to 
predict weld quality under each of three surface contact conditions, as-received, 
polished, and with a gap. The overall identification error rate for under-, normal-, or 
over-weld classifications was around 40% for as-received, 6% for polished, and 3% for 
with a gap. The results indicate the ANN algorithm works well when there are 
preprocessing before welding process. In addition, both Cai et al. [16] and Lee et al. 
[17] used neural network-based algorithm to deal with weld quality in laser welding 
and resistance spot welding, respectively. For the latter, 88.8% of the total number of 
samples lap-shear strength were successfully inferred within a standard variation of 1% 
when dealing with spot welding. In summary, it gives us a hint that the neural network-
based model could better solve the weld quality classification issues in different weld 
types. 
The application of ultrasonic welding in CFRP materials is relatively new to the 
automotive industry. As such, a number of challenges exist, such as a lack of 
understanding of the impact of welding process parameters on the weld attributes and 
joint performance, variation in weld signals under the same nominal welding conditions, 
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and the difficulty in classifying or predicting weld quality. This chapter addresses some 
of the challenges facing ultrasonic joining of CFRP materials by defining criteria for 
classifying weld quality. It proposes a simple but efficient feature selection method that 
considers multiple weld quality types and demonstrates that effective weld quality 
classification can be achieved from neural network models using features extracted 
from process signals. This work will help manufacturers improve their weld quality in 
CFRP assemblies. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the 
material and experimental setup. Section 3.3 proposes a weld quality classification 
method. Section 3.4 presents methods for signal processing, feature selection, and 
classification. Section 3.5 discusses the process for determining a parsimonious feature 
set and compares classification results using Bayesian regularized neural network 
(BRNN) methodology to other common classification methodologies. Additionally, an 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed to illustrate the robustness of BRNN 
methodology. Section 3.6 concludes the chapter. In addition, a supplementary 
validation of BRNN on UMW is presented in the Appendix. 
3.2 Weld Experiments 
This section introduces a description of the UCW experiment, including the 
material and the weld machine and related apparatus, as conducted by [13] and [18]. 
3.2.1 Material Selection 
The CFRP sheet used in this work was a semi-crystalline material that consisted 
of a 30% weight fraction short carbon fiber reinforcement, with an injection molded 
matrix of doped polyamide 6 polymer resin [18]. The mean diameter and length of the 
fibers were 8 μm and 250 μm, respectively [13]. The welds coupons were of 138 mm 
(length) by 38 mm (width) by 3 mm (thickness). The contact area of two workpieces 
was 38 mm (length) by 38 mm (width). 
3.2.2 Experimental Setup 
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The CFRP weld coupons were joined using an iQ Servo Ultrasonic Welding 
machine [19], which had a servo system, a control system, an ultrasonic generator 
generating a 20 kHz vibration, a transducer, a tool head with a horn diameter of 9.5 mm, 
and a mechanical clamping device. The welding machine and the schematic diagram of 
joining process are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In addition, other equipment used in the 
experiments include an oven [20], a universal tensile testing system [21], and scanning 
electron microscope [22]. 
 
 
(a)                              (b) 
Figure 3.1.  (a) Ultrasonic composite welding machine, (b) schematic diagram of 
joining process 
 
The welding process steps are described as follows: 
(1) Sheet coupons are baked in an oven at 70 °C for 24 hours to reduce moisture. 
(2) Coupons are located and clamped on the anvil of the welding machine. 
(3) The welding process is initiated with the horn moving down and contacting the 
sheet coupons. The joining process is controlled by iQ Explorer II software with 
the specified parameter settings. 
(4) When the weld head reaches a trigger clamping force, a high-frequency, low-
amplitude vibration is applied to the workpiece until a predetermined weld energy 
has been applied. 
(5) After the vibration phase, the clamping force is maintained for several seconds 
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while the weldment cools down. 
(6) The welding process signals are automatically saved by the iQ Explorer II 
software, where they are available as raw data for further processing and feature 
extraction. 
The welding process parameters were determined using a two-level factorial 
experiment by Wang et al. [18]. The weld process parameters examined were weld 
energy, trigger force, amplitude, holding time, and plunge speed, and the responses 
were weld attributes and joint performance. This study determined that weld energy has 
the largest influence on weld area and maximum lap-shear strength. Therefore, weld 
energy was selected as the variable of interest for the weld quality model. The best 
settings for the other process parameter variables were also determined. Based on the 
weld experiments, the optimal process parameter settings extracted from experimental 
design was a trigger force of 200 N (45 lb), a weld speed of 0.3 mm/s (0.0118 in/s), a 
holding time of 6 s, and a vibration amplitude of ±33 μm (95% of the peak value). Under 
these optimal welding process parameter settings, weld coupons were fabricated at 
eight weld energy levels, 200 J, 400 J, 600 J, 800 J, 1000 J, 1200 J, 1400 J and 1600 J 
[18]. 
3.3 Weld Attributes, Performance, and Quality 
There is an association between welding process parameters, weld attributes, joint 
performance, and weld quality. Weld quality is defined here as the degree to which a 
weldment meets its technical requirements. In a weldment, weld attributes are its 
external characteristics and weld performance is its intrinsic properties. Based on the 
correlation of the above four groups of variables, the weld quality can be indirectly 
determined by weld attributes and joint performance, such as weld area, microstructure 
of weld zone, and maximum lap-shear strength. This relationship is shown in Figure 
3.2. The quality classification standards are the output criteria for classifying weld 
quality in section 3.5. In addition, weld energy or weld parameters derived from this 




Figure 3.2.  Association of weld quality to weld process parameters, weld 
attributes, and joint performance 
 
Weld quality can be quantified from attributes such as weld area and performance 
characteristics like lap-shear strength. The relationship of weld strength and weld area 
to weld energy is shown in Figure 3.3. By specifying the required weld strength, three 
regions of weld quality can be identified, an under-weld (region I), a good-weld (region 
II), and an over-weld (region III). The figure shows, as weld energy increases there is 
an asymptotic increase in weld area, and an increase then a decrease in lap-shear 
strength. The point that corresponds to the maximum shear strength should be included 
in any definition of a ‘good-weld’ region. However, placement of the boundaries of 
regions II and III must be determined. Wang et al. [18] observed in a study of the 
evolution of the microstructure in the weld zone that there is less carbon fiber flowing 
in the weld layer when the weld energy was <400 J. When the energy reaches 600 to 
800 J, the volume fraction of carbon fiber in the weld zone begins to increase. As more 
weld energy is imposed, a larger volume of polymer matrix is melted, and a larger 
amount of carbon fiber flows into the weld zone. Therefore, a conservative lower bound 
for a good-weld is 800 J since increases in the volume flow of carbon fiber will increase 
the strength of the weldment. This corresponds to a tensile shear strength of 36.5 MPa 
and a stabilization of the weld area at ~71 mm2, where the weld quality is deemed 
acceptable. When the weld energy is higher than 1200 J, there is a corresponding lap-
shear strength that falls below the required strength of 31.2 MPa. After this point it was 
observed that porosity increases in the weld zone due to the polymer overheating, which 
has a negative impact on weld quality. There is a rapid decrease in lap-shear tensile 
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strength with increased porosity. Therefore, 1200 J is a good upper bound separating a 
good-weld from an over-weld. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.  Diagram of shear strength and weld area variation with weld 
energy determined by microstructure analysis 
 
The weld quality and the corresponding failure modes observed from microscopic 
inspection of lap-shear test coupons are summarized in Table 3.1. From a total of 116 
weldment samples collected from the experiments, their quality was classified 
according to the quality classification standards. From this data set, four samples were 
removed as the outliers when checked for its consistency with the process parameters 
distributions. Of the remaining 112 samples, 15 were classified as under-welds (13%) 
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In summary, weld energy is a good predictor of weld quality when the other 
process parameters are optimally selected. The energy can be used to roughly classify 
welds into three quality regions: under-weld (weld energy <800 J), good-weld (weld 
energy between 800 to 1200 J), and over-weld (weld energy >1200 J). However, 
additional confidence in predicting a weld’s quality classification is desired, especially 
close to these boundaries. 
3.4 Feature Extraction, Selection, and Classification 
A procedure for signal pre-processing and feature extraction was developed, 
where selected features are used as inputs to the classification algorithm. The feature 
selection method combines Fisher’s ratio with a clustering overlap analysis to find a 
parsimonious feature set. This feature set is then used to classify the quality using neural 
network trained using a Bayesian regularization algorithm. The proposed method is 
compared to other classification techniques in section 3.5. 
3.4.1 Signal Pre-processing and Feature Extraction 
Signal noise was reduced with a moving average filter. This filter was sufficient 
since the noise of welding process had a small amplitude compared to the experimental 
process signal data. The moving average filter had a window size of 25 and was applied 
to the power, clamping force (force), and displacement (distance) signals. In addition, 
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a cumulative energy signal was obtained by numerically integrating the power signal. 
The three-step signal pre-processing procedure used to extract features is described as 
follows. 
(1) Signal start trigger: At the beginning of the process, there may be background 
noise not related to the process signals. Therefore, the beginning of the process 
signals should be identified by setting a threshold trigger. The trigger should be 
set for when the signal rises about the statistical variance of the noise. The 
threshold of the start point was defined by Equation (3.1), where 𝜇C  and 𝜎C 
represent the mean value and the standard deviation of the signal. The equation 
measures the probability that the noise signal was located in the range of the real 
signal. Additionally, a 99.99% confidence interval was chosen for the noise band. 
Therefore, the start point was defined as the first point after filtering that was larger 
than the threshold value. The moving average filter was applied to the signal after 
the start point to reduce the impact of noise. 
 thd(s) = 𝜇C + 𝑧 × 𝜎C  (3.1) 
(2) Feature extraction. Using the UCW experimental data for illustration, the process 
signals are plotted in Figure 3.4 by the weld quality and signal types. The signal 
start time is standardized to zero. In this example, Figures 3.4(a)-3.4(d) represent 
power, energy, force, and distance signals during the joining process, while each 
figure is denotated with a number 1 to 3 that represents the under-, good-, and 
over-weld qualities. For example, Figure 3.4(b2) is the energy signal for a good-
weld. In a visual examination of the figures, one can notice a similarity in the 
signals under the same weld quality classification, and differences in signals 
between welds of difference quality classifications. 
i. For the power signal, the weld time of a good-weld ranges from 1.5-2 s. 
The condition where the weld time is shorter or longer than 1.5-2 s 
corresponds to those classed as under- or over-weld class, respectively. In 
addition, nearly all of the power signals of a good-weld have a similar 
pattern, with a clear trough-crest pattern after its peak point. 
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ii. For the energy signal, the lower the weld energy, the smoother the energy 
signal and the larger its slope. In addition, the energy signals of good-
welds largely overlap. The curves of the two other weld quality classes, 
however, are more scattered. 
iii. For the force signal, the average peak force of a good-weld is around 120 
lb, while the average peak force of the two other weld classes is less than 
100 lb. Additionally, the smaller the weld energy, the more concentrated 
the force signal. 
iv. For the distance signal, relative to the distance value, the difference among 
the distance signals of different weld quality classes is very small, and it 
is impossible to visually distinguish the difference among three weld 
quality classes. 
In general, this visual inspection indicates there are distinctive characteristics in 
the signal curves that can be used as candidate features for quality classification. 
Distinguishing features that can be extracted in this example include signal value and 
its time at start points, inflection points, end points, slopes between these points, area 




Figure 3.4.  Comparison of each signal under different weld quality 
 
(3) Extracting inflection points. Inflection points for the signals can be extracted from 
the first and the second derivatives of the filtered signal curves. Since the signals 
fluctuate continuously during the weld process, there are numerous local maxima 
and minimum. Therefore, to ensure the consistency of extracted features under 
different weld quality classes, it is necessary to pre-define a range for the feature 
and set a threshold within the range to find derivative zero-crossing points in order 
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to identify the magnitude and time of the signal’s inflection points. For example, 
when extracting the local minimum of the clamping force at a time of ~2, the time 
is examined over the range of 1.5-2.5, and the time and force value at which the 
first zero-crossing point of the first derivative occurs is selected as the inflection 
point. The position of the zero-crossing point is used to determine the value of the 
local minimum on the smoothed signals. When multiple zero-crossing points of 
the first derivative are observed within a range, the second-order derivative is used 
to distinguish the local maxima or local minimum, or to refine the range for finding 
the first zero-crossing point. 
From the power, energy, force, and distance process parameter signals, a total of 
61 features were extracted from the CFRP welding coupon samples. A schematic of the 
features extracted from these four signals are shown in Figure 3.5, and the 
corresponding feature identification names are provided in Table 3.A.1 of the Appendix 
3.A. Additionally, several features have physical meanings of welding process. They 
are shown in Table 3.A.2 of the Appendix 3.A. Specially, some significant features 
have the physical meanings such as the peak values corresponds to the maximum value 
of each signal, the slopes represent the increasing rate of signals, and some inflection 






Figure 3.5.  Schematic diagram of features extracted from: (a) power signal, (b) 
energy signal, (c) force signal, and (d) distance signal 
 
3.4.2 Feature Selection 
Many features as defined in Section 3.4.1 can be extracted from the welding 
process signals. However, when classifying weld quality, some features have redundant 
information while others have low information quality. Therefore, dimensionality 
reduction should be employed to select the features that contain the most information. 
Fisher’s ratio [23] is one statistical method used to quantify the degree to which a pair 
of distributions overlap [10, 24, 25]. Although, Fisher’s ratio can generally distinguish 
between two quality classes, it has weaker performance when trying to distinguish 
between multiple classes [26]. Thus, a feature selection method that combines Fisher’s 
ratio with a new clustering overlap analysis is proposed to create a parsimonious feature 
set S. The clustering overlap analysis is more effective for differentiating between 
multiple quality classes. 
Fisher’s ratio, Equation (3.2), compares feature values from the desired quality 




, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 (3.2) 
Variables ?̅?* and 𝑠*, are the sample mean and variance of the feature value from 
the aggregated non-desirable quality class distributions, e.g., the under and over-welds. 
Variables ?̅?, and 𝑠,, are the sample mean and variance of the aggregated desirable 
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quality class, e.g., the good-welds. Here i represents the ith-feature drawn from a feature 
set of size 𝑛. The Fisher’s ratio value and the distribution of the Fisher’s ratio extracted 
from the UCW process is presented in Table 3.A.3 and Figure 3.A.1 of the Appendix 
3.A, respectively. A threshold that each feature’s Fisher’s ratio must exceed should be 
defined to determine which features to keep in the parsimonious feature set 𝑆F. Several 
values of Fisher’s ratio threshold will be explored for the UCW process as discussed in 
section 3.5. 
The clustering overlap analysis differentiates multiple quality classes and is 
inspired by a statistical z-test. The idea is to calculate the overlap of the 6𝜎-confidence 
interval of each feature value distribution of the non-desirable quality with the desirable 
quality distribution. These ratios are then averaged and compared to a threshold 
proportion,	𝜙, as detailed in Equation (3.3), where 𝑅#< represents the proportion of the 
feature value’s distribution that overlaps non-desirable weld quality classes. Ratios less 
than the threshold proportion imply there is information present that distinguishes the 
feature from the desirable quality class, otherwise, the feature is assumed to be non-
distinguishing, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Where under-weld, good-weld and over-
weld features are represented by the circle, square and triangle marker, respectively. A 
threshold for a feature overlap ratio should be defined to determine which features to 
keep in the parsimonious overlap feature set 𝑆G. Several overlap ratio threshold values 










, 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚*, 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚, (3.3b) 
 ∀𝑖, 𝑖𝑓	Ρ# < 𝜙, 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜	𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒	𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑆G  (3.3c) 
where ?̅?#< and 𝑠#< are the sample mean and standard deviation of the ith extracted 
feature of the jth abnormal quality classes, e.g., the under and over-welds, ?̅?#% and 𝑠#% 
are the sample mean and standard deviation of ith extracted feature of the aggregated 
set of the feature that are the acceptable weld quality classes, e.g., in this example the 
good-weld class, and where 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚*, 𝑚* is the number of the extracted features, 
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and 	𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚, , 𝑚,  is the number of abnormal weld classes exclusive of the 
acceptable weld classes. In our welding coupon data set, 𝑚* = 61  and 𝑚,  = 2, 
before the parsimonious feature set is selected. For fixed feature i, ∑𝑅#< is averaged 
by dividing by the number of abnormal weld classes 𝑚,, as shown in Equation (3.3b). 
Finally, Ρ# is compared to a pre-defined threshold value 𝜙 to determine if the features 
should be included in the parsimonious feature set 𝑆G. The final parsimonious feature 
set is the union of the Fisher’s ratio and overlap ratio parsimonious sets, 𝑆 = 𝑆F ∪ 𝑆G. 
 
 
Figure 3.6.  The distributions of feature 6 (the peak value of power signal) 
extracted from the UCW power signal. The good-weld distribution completely 
overlaps the under-weld distribution, R61 = 1, and has a large overlap with the 
over-weld distribution, R62 = 0.459, implying that it may only be weak in 
distinguishing abnormal weld classes 
 
3.4.3 The BRNN Classification Method 
A traditional artificial neural network is trained to determine the nodal weight and 
bias parameters using a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) as the error 
minimization objective. However, this training model is prone to overfitting [27, 28]. 
Training the network using Bayesian regularization with backpropagation, first 
proposed by Mackay in 1992 [29], can reduce this overfitting. Bayesian Regularized 
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Neural Networks (BRNN) are trained by setting a prior probability distribution for the 
model parameters in advance, usually from a normal distribution, then updating the 
prior probability distribution to the posterior probability distribution using the Bayesian 
formula. The weight and bias parameters are determined from a combination of the 
maximum posterior probabilities by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) of the 
nodal weights. 
The Bayesian regularized objective function for the training algorithm has the 
form: 
  𝑀𝑆𝐸 = argmin@ = ∑ [𝑦# − 𝑓(𝑥# , 𝒘)],+#H*  (3.4) 
where 𝑥# and 𝑦# are the respective input and output of the ith class, 𝒘 is a vector of 
the nodal weight parameters. The posterior probability distribution of network weights 
is calculated from the Bayesian framework: 
  𝑃(𝒘|𝑫, 𝝁, 𝝈) = I(𝒘|𝝁)I(𝑫|𝒘,𝝈)
I(𝑫|𝝁,𝝈)
 (3.5) 
where D is training dataset, which composed of 𝑥#, 𝝁 and 𝝈 are the parameters of 
normal distribution function, 𝑓(𝒘|𝝁)  is the prior probability which indicates the 
probability of weights, 𝑓(𝑫|𝒘, 𝝈) is the likelihood function of probability of the data 
occurring given the weights, while 𝑓(𝑫|𝝁, 𝝈) is the normalization factor ensuring the 
total probability is 1 [30]. 
The structure of the neural network model used to predict the quality classes 
consists of an input layer, an output layer, and hidden layers. The neural network 
was constructed and solved using the MATLAB neural network modeling package 
[31]. In our UCW example, the input layer was sized to the number of parsimonious 
features determined in section 3.4.2. Note that different feature selection methods will 
lead to different input layer sizes. The output layer is sized to the number of quality 
classes determined in section 3.3. Using neural network structuring rule-of-thumbs to 
reduce overfitting [32, 33], only one hidden layer was used to satisfy the criterion of 
the number of hidden layers being less than 10% of the size of the input layer. The 
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number of neurons in the fully connected hidden layer was set to 2/3 of the input layer 
size, rounding up to the nearest integer. 
An example of a neural network structure is presented in Figure 3.7. This example 
uses the optimal feature set size of 25 as the input, and thus the hidden layer has a fully-
connected network of 15 neurons. Each neuron used a sigmoid transfer function. A 
softmax transfer function connects to the three quality classes of the output layer. The 
softmax function maps the output of the fully connected hidden layer to an interval (0, 
1) for each output class that sums to one for all output classes. This softmax 
transformation is interpreted as the probability of classification for each output class. 
The weight parameters of each neuron of the hidden layer, with their embedded 
Bayesian framework, are initially assumed to conform to the normal distribution, and 
then updated through Bayes formula as the network is trained using cross-entropy as 
the error objective function. The final classification of the trained network is the class 
associated with the output node that corresponds to the highest output probability. 
During the fitting process, 70% of the input data was randomly assigned as the 
training and validation datasets, while the remaining 30% was reserved as the testing 
dataset. In order to determine a measure of the classification accuracy, the network was 
trained multiple times with randomly assigned input data and the average classification 
accuracy was recorded. The network training process was stopped when any of these 
conditions were met: the maximum number of iterations reached 1000, the MSE 
performance was less than 0.001, or the performance gradient fell below 10-7. 
 
 
Figure 3.7.  Example neural network structure for the BRNN methodology 
using the optimal feature data set input size [31] 
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3.5 Case Study and Discussion 
Several UCW scenarios using different numbers of features were evaluated using 
the BRNN model to classify weld quality. The results were compared to the support 
vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classification methods. Different 
feature selection methods were explored with the UCW dataset to find the best method 
and feature set size that maximizes classification accuracy. For these scenarios, 56 
parsimonious feature sets were selected using eight Fisher’s ratio thresholds ranging 
from 0.01 to 2.0 and seven clustering overlap ratios ranging from	𝜙 =  0.408 to 0.816, 
taken from z-scores of 6𝜎 for a normal distribution confidence interval of 0.6𝜎 to 1.2𝜎. 
The parsimonious feature set size and the corresponding classification accuracy using 
the combined screening method is given in Table 3.A.4 and Table 3.A.5 of the 
Appendix 3.A. Finally, an analysis of variation (ANOVA) was conducted to verify the 
robustness of the BRNN methodology. 
3.5.1 Comparison of Classification Methods 
A comparison of the BRNN, SVM, and kNN weld quality classification methods 
for UCW was conducted on several dimensionally reduced feature sets obtained from 
Fisher’s ratio screening and the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) technique, methods 
previously adopted by others for screening features in ultrasonic welding. 
SVM is a classifier commonly used when the data size is small and linearly 
separable. Its principle is to determine a hyperplane that maximizes the distance of data 
in the same class from that hyperplane. When the data classes are not linearly separable, 
a kernel function	𝐾(s,	x) and a support vector, s, are adopted to transform the problem 
to a higher dimension when determining the hyperplane. The support vector is formed 
from the closest samples on either side of the hyperplane calculated by a Lagrangian 
function. The kernel method maps the feature vector x, to the output classification 
vector y, using weight parameter matrix W, and bias b. The SVM model is shown in 
Equation (3.6). 
  𝐲 = 𝐖P𝐾(s,	x) + 𝑏 (3.6) 
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With two classes, the weight parameter matrix and bias are trained to associate 
values of y greater than or equal to 0 as one class, and y<0 are classified as the second 
class. When there are more than 3 classes, the model is built by partitioning the data 
using one class as a group and the remaining classes are aggregated as the second group. 
Then the aggregated group is then sequentially partitioned to build addition models 
until all classes have been accounted for. 
In our weld classification example, a polynomial function with order three was 
used as the kernel function. When training the SVM for its weights and bias, the input 
was the size of the feature set and the output size was the three predefined weld quality 
classes. Five-fold cross-validation was used to determine the SVM model accuracy. 
This cross-validation partitioned the input data into five groups, training the SVM five 
times using each group in turn as a testing sample and the remaining four groups as the 
training samples. The final classification accuracy is taken as the average of the five-
fold classification results. 
Different from the SVM algorithm, kNN does not build a model to classify the 
inputs nor require training. The idea of this algorithm is to calculate the distance of a 
new sample to its k-nearest neighbors in the testing data set. When the majority of these 
k-nearest neighbors belong to a given class, the new sample is classified as that class. 
The disadvantage of this algorithm is it must calculate the distance to all samples before 
ranking the distances to establish the k-nearest neighbors. This requires a large 
computational overhead to obtain classification results when the size of the sample set 
is very large. In this work, a 2nd-order Minkowski distance was adopted for the kNN 
algorithm. The best number of neighbors was determined to be ten after some 
experimentation, as it avoided a tie when counting the neighbor classes, and achieved 
the highest classification accuracy. 
LDA is a feature selection method that selects its features by projecting data from 
a training set on a line using tools from linear algebra that minimizes the distribution of 
projected sample points from the same class while simultaneously maximizing the 
distribution of projected points from the other classes. As features are sequentially 
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added to the model, the distance between the different classes is calculated, and a 
feature is retained when the distance between the classes increases after the projection. 
The classification accuracy was compared by first selecting the number of features 
so that the feature set is spanned, namely 15, 30, 45, and the full feature set of 61 
features. This allows the initial trend of variation of classification accuracy to be 
observed with the number of features. The classification accuracy was calculated using 
the BRNN, backpropagation-artificial neural networks (B-ANN), SVM, and kNN 
models. The results are plotted in Figure 3.8, where Figure 3.8(a) shows a comparison 
of the accuracy for feature sets selected using Fisher’s ratio, while Figure 3.8(b) shows 
a comparison using the LDA dimension reduction method. As can be seen, the average 
accuracy of BRNN and B-ANN, including the 95% binomial confidence interval, are 
both much better than SVM and kNN for weld quality classification in UCW. The 
confidence bounds are derived by using different randomizations of the training sample 
set. In all cases, BRNN is slightly better than B-ANN, with the average total accuracy 
of BRNN above 98% over all feature set sizes. There is also a local maximum with a 
feature set size of ~30. We conclude that neural network-based methods such as BRNN 
or B-ANN methods are preferred for feature-based weld quality classification in UCW. 
The impact of the number of features, their selection methods, and its interaction will 




Figure 3.8.  Comparison of classification accuracy under different number of 
features based on (a) Fisher’s ratio, and (b) LDA feature selection method 
 
3.5.2 Comparison of Feature Selection Methods and Influence of Number of 
Features 
Although training a neural network using the BRNN methodology has higher 
accuracy than SVM and kNN, the number of features and different subsets of features 
still has an influence on classification accuracy. It is not efficient to retain all of the 
extracted features, nor develop neural network models to screen as many features as 
possible. Consequently, a comparison of feature selection methods and influence of 
number of features was performed to evaluate their tradeoff with classification accuracy, 
and describe which candidate features are significant. 
The classification accuracy using 56 parsimonious feature sets determined using 
the proposed feature selection methodology and the BRNN classification model are 
plotted in Figure 3.9. The lighter the line color displayed in the figure, the more accurate 
the classification. This contour plot also shows there is an optimal number of selected 
features, as shown in the red circle. Classification accuracy decreases when there are 
too many or too few features. This is consistent with the observations in the previous 
section. The analysis shows that a clustering overlap threshold of around 0.54-0.68 (z-
score of 0.8𝜎 - 1.0𝜎) presents an accuracy peak that is indicative of being generally 
more informative than other sets selecting smaller and larger thresholds. Further, when 
the Fisher’s ratio threshold is between 0.2-0.5, a further improvement to classification 
accuracy is obtained. A maximum classification accuracy was found when the 
clustering overlap ratio was 0.612 (0.9𝜎 z-score) and a Fisher’s ratio equal of 0.2, 
corresponding to an optimal number of features of 25. This region will be further 
explored under BRNN classification method by varying the number of features from 
15 to 36 and comparing different feature selection methods to determine the most 




Figure 3.9.  Classification accuracy with number of features which selected by 
Fisher’s ratio and clustering overlap 
 
As shown in Figure 3.8, only the BRNN classification method will be used to 
demonstrate the difference in feature selection methods, as its classification accuracy is 
better than the SVM and kNN classification methods. A comparison of BRNN with 
three feature selection methods is plotted in Figure 3.10 over a range close to the 
optimal feature set size. The different bar colors represent the different feature selection 
methods. As can be seen, the accuracy of all three feature selection methods first 
increases then decreases over the feature size range of 15 to 36 with an optimal feature 
size of 25. This implies as feature set size increases up to 25, more information can be 
obtained from the significant features, while as set size increases past 25, insignificant 
or redundant features are being retained that start adding to noise and are not conducive 
to weld quality classification. 
The 95% binomial confidence interval of the BRNN classification accuracy for all 
feature selection methods is about 0.0022-0.0032. The average classification accuracy 
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of the proposed feature selection method is better than those of the other feature 
selection methods when the number of features is smaller than 25. The confidence 
bands of the proposed feature selection method also have less coincidence with the 
other feature selection methods. When the number of features is larger than 25, the 
classification accuracy of the three feature selection methods is approximately the same 
as the confidence bands have a great degree of coincidence. This is because a feature 
set selected by the proposed Fisher’s ratio and clustering overlap method with fewer 
than 25 features is more unique than the other feature selection methods. In contrast, 
when the feature set is greater than 25, the feature set selected is almost the same 
regardless of the method. 
The difference of classification accuracy between the feature selection methods is 
small, at about 0.001. Considering the large overlap of the error bars in this range, one 
can conclude that the proposed feature selection method will achieve an equivalent 
classification accuracy when the number of features is larger than 25. Consequently, 
the proposed feature selection method not only considers multiple weld classes, but also 
achieves a classification accuracy equivalent to or better than the other feature selection 
methods when using the BRNN model. 
 
 
Figure 3.10.  The classification results of weld quality under BRNN 
classification method with different feature selection methods 
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Note that the BRNN classification accuracy reached a maximum when the number 
of features is between 24 and 27, which is consistent with Figure 3.8, whose maximum 
accuracy at 25 features was equal to 99.5% with a confidence interval of 0.22%. 
Examining the 25 extracted features, eleven are from the power signal, five are from 
the energy signal, and seven are from the force signal, while the last two are from the 
distance signal. These features represent eight feature signal magnitudes, seven 
corresponding times, and seven slopes. Most features were acquired from the power 
and force signals, which is reasonable since that the energy signal is the integral of the 
power signal. Since the deviation of the distance signal under different weld quality 
classification methods is very small, few of its features were found to distinguish weld 
quality. Nevertheless, there is some information in the distance signals so a few 
significant features were retained. 
Features which correspond to the time, magnitude, and slope for the start and peak 
points of the power signal have the greatest contribution to classifying the weld quality. 
The trough-crest pattern after the peak power was also observed to be an indicator 
differentiating under-welds and good-welds, likely from when power is transmitted to 
the lower workpiece. Energy signal features selected represent its start, inflection, and 
end points. Force signal features selected are related to its peak point time and inflection 
points after the peak point. The peak of the force signal can be associated to the point 
where full clamping of the workpiece is achieved, while the inflection points reflect the 
points in the process when the workpieces melt and force is transferred from the upper 
to the lower workpiece. In summary, for quality detection and classification in UCW, 
features corresponding to the start and peak points and trough-crest pattern of power 
signals, inflection points in force signals, and related slopes to these points in the power 
and force signals appear to be of most significance. 
3.5.3 BRNN Classification Sensitivity and Robustness 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the BRNN classification 
method to check its sensitivity and verify its robustness. First, a BRNN model for the 
full set of 61 extracted features was trained using the UCW dataset. Then each feature’s 
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nominal value was increased and decreased by 5% and input into the BRNN algorithm 
to classify the weld quality. The variance of the predicted classification accuracy was 
studied relative to the variance of the features. A Pareto chart of sensitivity is shown in 
Figure 3.11 by plotting the ratio of the contribution to variance of each feature to the 
total variance. As can be seen, system error, represented by ’Error/Other’ bar, is very 
large. Inflection point feature values extracted from the distance signals (e.g., features 
53, 55, 56, and 60), contribute the most variance to the classification accuracy model, 
and thus are less desirable for distinguishing among different weld quality 
classifications. The proposed feature selection method had excluded these features, thus 
supporting its validity as a feature screening method. 
 
 
Figure 3.11.  Pareto chart of ANOVA analysis of variation of ±5% feature 
value of 61 features 
 
Additional ANOVA tests were conducted using the data sets generated around the 
optimal number of features, 23-27, to further verify the reduced sensitivity of the 
proposed feature selection method. Inputs were again varied by ±5% of the feature’s 
nominal value. In this case, the structure of the number of hidden layer neurons in the 
BRNN was changed according to the dimension of inputs. The ANOVA results are 
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shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.12(a) shows the variance contribution to the total 
classification accuracy, where the bars represent the system errors for the classification 
accuracy. No features were observed to contribute significantly to classification 
accuracy variance. The contribution to variance is minimum when the feature size is 
25, which matches with the optimal feature set size for classification accuracy show in 
Figure 3.10. This indicates that all selected features under optimal feature set size made 
a significant contribution to weld quality classification regardless of their variance. In 
addition, Figure 3.12(b) represents the variance contribution of 𝛼 and 𝛽 errors. As in 
Figure 3.12(a), only system error has a significant contribution to variance. Note that 
the contribution to 𝛼  error variance gradually increases as the number of features 
increases, while the contribution to 𝛽  error variance decreases as the number of 
features increases. The aggregate contribution to variance, i.e., the sum of two error 
contributions to variance, is again minimum when the feature set size is 25. 
 
 
Figure 3.12.  Variance contributions of different numbers of features based on 
the ANOVA test of variation of ±5% feature value (a) to total classification 
accuracy, and (b) to 𝜶 error and 𝜷 error 
 
In summary, the ANOVA test shows the proposed feature selection method with 
correctly selected threshold values, when combined with the BRNN classification 
method, is insensitive and robust to variance in the input feature values, reinforcing the 
importance of good feature selection. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a method for weld quality classification for ultrasonic welding of 
CFRP was presented by analyzing the relationship between welding process parameters, 
weld attributes, and joint performance. Three weld quality classes were used as the 
output criteria to train classification algorithms based on features extracted and selected 
from welding process signals. To improve the classification results, a feature selection 
methodology that combines Fisher’s ratio with a new clustering overlap analysis was 
proposed. Several feature selection methods were compared. A neural network 
classification model trained with Bayesian regularization and backpropagation was 
shown to have superior performance. An ANOVA test of the BRNN classification 
model verifies the robustness of this method. In the Appendix 3.B, one additional case 
study on UMW was investigated, since the samples from UCW is not sufficient. The 
results of UMW signals had some improvements compared with the previous 
classification methods. Therefore, the processes of above-mentioned feature selection 
method and BRNN classification method have a good effect on distinguishing the weld 
quality on both UCW and UMW. We summarize the following conclusions for the 
proposed weld quality classification with BRNN methodology on UCW of CFRP: 
(1) A classification process based on features provides good classification accuracy 
when data size is small. 
(2) A new clustering overlap method goes beyond distinguishing between normal and 
abnormal classifications to differentiate between multiple quality classes. 
(3) The proposed feature selection method using Fisher’s ratio and the new clustering 
overlap can achieve at least equivalent to or better results than those selected by 
LDA or Fisher’s ratio alone. 
(4) ANN methods, especially BRNN, are superior with higher classification accuracy 
and more robust than the traditional methods of SVM and kNN under the same 
feature selection methods. 
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(5) Features such as the start and peak points and the trough-crest pattern in the power 
signals, inflection point features from the force signals, and the relative slopes of 
these points were found to be the most significant features for weld quality 
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Table 3.A.1  Features list extracted from four signal sources 
 Features’ names and numbers 
Power 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Stime_p Svalue_p Mtime1_p Mvalue1_p Ptime_p Pvalue_p 





TCvalue_p Mtime2_p Mvalue2_p Slope1_p 
13 14 15 16 17  
Slope2_p Slope3_p Slope4_p Slope5_p Height_p 
Energy 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Stime_e Svalue_e Mtime1_e Mvalue1_e Etime_e Evalue_e 
24 25  
Slope1_e Slope2_e 
Force 26 27 28 29 30 31 
Stime_f Svalue_f Mtime1_f Mvalue1_f Mtime2_f Mvalue2_f 
32 33 34 35 36 37 
Mtime3_f Mvalue3_f Ptime_f Pvalue_f Mtime4_f Mvalue4_f 
38 39 40 41 42 43 
Mtime5_f Evalue_f Slope1_f Slope2_f Slope3_f Slope4_f 
44 45 46 47  
Slope5_f Slope6_f Tratio_f Area_f 
Distance 48 49 50 51 52 53 
Stime_d Svalue_d Mtime1_d Mvalue1_d Mtime2_d Mvalue2_d 
54 55 56 57 58 59 










Power 1 Stime_p The time when welding process begins 
5 Ptime_p The time when power signal reaches to the maximum value 
7 Peak2_p 
 
The indicator whether the power is transmitted to the lower 
workpiece 8 P2time_p 
 
The time when the power is transmitted to the lower 
workpiece 10 Mtime2_p The time when joining process stops 
15 Slope4_p The increasing rate of power signal 
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16 Slope5_p The decreasing rate power signal 
17 Height_p The power difference when joining process and welding 
process ends Energy 18 Stime_e The time when energy begins to impose on the workpiece 
20 Mtime1_e The time for the workpiece to solidify from the liquid state 
22 Etime_e The time when joining process stops 
Force 26 Stime_f The time when force begins to be applied 
30 Mtime2_f The time when workpieces are liquefied 
34 Ptime_f The time when workpieces are solidified from liquid state 
38 Mtime5_f The time when force stops to be applied 
43 Slope4_f The increasing rate of force signal 
Distance 48 Stime_d The time when horn begins to move down 
52 Mtime2_d The time when horn begins to contact with upper workpiece 
54 Mtime3_d The time when horn moves down to the maximum position 
of the workpiece 
 
Table 3.A.3  Fisher’s ratio value of each feature 
Feature 9 Feature 16 Feature 7 Feature 8 Feature 34 Feature 13 Feature 23 
2.387 2.150 1.750 1.689 1.645 1.622 1.001 
Feature 35 Feature 36 Feature 42 Feature 19 Feature 2 Feature 47 Feature 12 
0.937 0.846 0.829 0.779 0.705 0.643 0.590 
Feature 38 Feature 44 Feature 17 Feature 11 Feature 14 Feature 56 Feature 24 
0.550 0.381 0.361 0.360 0.297 0.292 0.208 
Feature 25 Feature 46 Feature 22 Feature 61 Feature 10 Feature 28 Feature 50 
0.173 0.173 0.171 0.170 0.168 0.109 0.109 
Feature 29 Feature 51 Feature 21 Feature 15 Feature 58 Feature 6 Feature 45 
0.109 0.109 0.081 0.081 0.056 0.051 0.040 
Feature 57 Feature 32 Feature 54 Feature 33 Feature 55 Feature 59 Feature 4 
0.035 0.031 0.031 0.027 0.027 0.023 0.021 
Feature 30 Feature 52 Feature 41 Feature 5 Feature 20 Feature 26 Feature 48 
0.017 0.017 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.010 
Feature 43 Feature 40 Feature 60 Feature 39 Feature 1 Feature 18 Feature 31 
0.009 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.003 
Feature 53 Feature 37 Feature 27 Feature 49 Feature 3 




Table 3.A.4  Parsimonious feature set size screened by the proposed Fisher’s 
ratio and clustering overlap analysis method (from a total possible feature set 
size of 61) 
Number of 
features kept 

















2.0 4 11 14 15 21 25 35 
1.0 8 12 15 16 22 26 36 
0.5 15 18 18 19 23 27 37 
0.2 21 24 24 25 29 30 38 
0.1 30 30 30 31 33 34 42 
0.05 34 34 34 34 36 36 42 
0.02 42 42 42 42 44 44 48 
0.01 49 49 49 49 49 49 53 
 
Table 3.A.5  The classification accuracy of parsimonious feature set size 
screened by the proposed Fisher’s ratio and clustering overlap analysis method 
(from a total possible feature set size of 61) 
Number of 
features kept 

















2.0 96.64% 99.17% 99.21% 99.22% 99.26% 98.99% 98.85% 
1.0 98.31% 99.21% 99.26% 99.31% 99.21% 99.16% 98.99% 
0.5 98.98% 99.21% 99.21% 99.31% 99.22% 99.03% 99.03% 
0.2 98.99% 99.35% 99.35% 99.53% 99.22% 99.17% 99.13% 
0.1 99.23% 99.23% 99.23% 99.27% 99.07% 98.81% 98.81% 
0.05 99.08% 99.08% 99.08% 99.08% 99.05% 99.05% 98.81% 
0.02 98.94% 98.94% 98.94% 98.94% 98.89% 98.89% 98.76% 




Figure 3.A.1  The distribution of the Fisher’s ratio extracted from the 
ultrasonic composite welding process 
 
Appendix 3.B 
This Appendix 3.B section is a supplementary validation of BRNN methodology. 
Specifically, in order to verify the wide applicability of BRNN methodology, large 
amounts of UMW signals collected from the real manufacturing factories were used to 
conduct the weld quality classification research. The inputs of the algorithm were the 
features that are selected according to the above-mentioned Fisher’s ratio and clustering 
overlap analysis approach. The classification accuracy shows that BRNN method is 
also effective in classifying UMW based on features. 
As the validation of the proposed BRNN classification method, two more 
classification case studies were conducted. One used data set 
‘Features_150R1_Aug27toFeb07’, named dataset1, and the other used data set 
‘Features_130R2_Oct18toFeb07’, named dataset2. The data came from UMW from 
Shao et al. [10]. Each data set consists of welds created on three product channels, 
indicated as a U channel, a W channel, and a J channel. 
The feature selection and weld quality classification methods described above 
were applied to the UMW data. Twelve (from 52 possible features) and seventeen 
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features (from 61 possible features) were selected from dataset1 and dataset2, 
respectively. Therefore, the input size of each channel in dataset1 is 12. The 
corresponding sample size of each channel is 1811, 415 and 115. The input size in 
dataset2 is 17. And the sample size is 4592, 4624 and 919, respectively for each channel 
in dataset2. Since only good and suspect welds were reported for this data set, the size 
of the output layer is 2. The size of good and bad-welds of each dataset is listed in Table 
3.B.1. 
 
Table 3.B.1  The size of good-welds and bad-welds of each channel in dataset1 
and dataset2 
 Dataset1 Dataset2 
U channel Good-welds 1351 3600 
Bad-welds 460 992 
W channel Good-welds 363 4139 
Bad-welds 52 485 
J channel Good-welds 89 834 
Bad-welds 26 85 
Aggregated Good-welds 1803 8573 
Bad-welds 538 1562 
 
Under the classification by BRNN training algorithm, the results for each channel 
from the two datasets are listed in Figure 3.B.1 and Figure 3.B.2. In Figure 3.B.1, 𝛼 
error and 𝛽  error of channel U, W and J of two datasets are both monotonically 
decreasing. Overall, the 𝛼  error and 𝛽  error of dataset2 are higher than those of 
dataset1. When aggregating three channels together, the results classified with feature 
selection are slightly better than those classified without feature selection, except for 
the 𝛼 error in dataset1. In addition, the 𝛼 error and 𝛽 error obtained for the data 
when aggregated without feature selection are the most unsatisfactory. While the results 
after feature selection processing by aggregating the data from three channels are 
approximately at the average level among the individual channels. In addition, the total 
accuracy shown in Figure 3.B.2 also validates the above statements. The total accuracy 
of each item in dataset1 is lower than the corresponding item in dataset2. It represents 
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that the data of channel J is the most distinguishable and channel U is the most 
indistinguishable among three channels. The results of two datasets both follow this 
trend. In addition, the total accuracy acquired after feature selection is slightly better 
than that without feature selection process. 
Referring to the results of [10], the 𝛼 error, 𝛽 error of training and testing is 
12.04%, 0% and 10.66% and 0%, respectively. Compared to the results of the BRNN 
classification method, although the 𝛽 error is slightly higher than the previous results, 
its value is still within an acceptable range according to industry requirements. 
Simultaneously, the 𝛼 error of BRNN classification method is much improved over 
that presented in paper [10]. Overall, the classification tasks by an BRNN method could 
reduce the calculation time while maintaining a relatively high classification accuracy 
in an UMW process. 
 
 
Figure 3.B.1  Classification results of each channel from two datasets with and 




Figure 3.B.2  Total accuracy of each channel from two datasets with and 
without feature selection 
 
In a conclusion, ANN methods, especially BRNN has a good effect on weld 
quality classification not only for UCW, but also for UMW when using feature-based 









QUALITY DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION FOR ULTRASONIC 
WELDING OF CARBON FIBER COMPOSITES USING TIME-SERIES 
DATA AND NEURAL NETWORK METHODS 
4.1 Introduction 
Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), also called carbon fiber composites, are 
increasingly applied in many industries due to their properties of lightweight, high 
temperature and corrosion resistance, and high stiffness and strength to weight ratios 
properties [1, 2]. These superior material properties are especially relevant for reducing 
vehicle weight and improving fuel efficiency in automotive and aerospace industry 
applications [3-6]. Important considerations for the adoption of CFRP is their joining 
processes and the effects of processing on their properties. Common techniques to join 
these composites are fusion-based joining, mechanical fastening, and adhesive bonding 
[7-9]. The fusion-based joining technique is a superior choice for CFRP in the 
automotive industry in order to realize product and manufacturing objectives such as 
lightweight, high strength, fuel economy, and fast processing time [9, 10]. Among the 
fusion-based joining techniques, ultrasonic welding is advantageous due to its joint 
strengths, better weld parameter control, less energy consumption, and good ability to 
join different shapes of CFRP materials [1, 11-13]. Therefore, ultrasonic welding is 
being increasingly utilized for joining CFRP material in the automotive industry [14, 
15]. 
Although there are advantages to using CFRP, there is limited experience in the 
automotive industry in using ultrasonic composite welding (UCW), with concerns on 
the predictability of joint quality. Since poor joint quality can lead to higher costs and 
lower product durability and safety [16-18], quality prediction in ultrasonic welding has 
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been an active area of research recently. For example, Li et al. [16] combined artificial 
neural network and random forest techniques to perform online quality inspection of 
UCW based on welding process features such as weld duration and total acoustic energy. 
Their model’s overall prediction accuracy of the joint failure load and weld quality 
classification was over 99%. 
Examples of other welding techniques that have applied neural networks to weld 
quality include Wang et al. [19] and Martin et al. [20], who applied neural network 
models to control weld quality in laser welding and resistance spot welding, 
respectively. Wang et al.’s applied an artificial intelligence-based method to real-time 
monitoring during laser welding, while Martin et al. demonstrated a 100% success rate 
for distinguishing between good spot-weld and stick spot-weld classifications. 
A review of the weld quality research literature finds that most non-neural 
network-based methods have a prediction accuracy that is higher than 90% [1, 21, 22], 
while neural network models have higher classification accuracy, usually nearly 100% 
[19, 20]. This indicates that the neural network-based models may be the best choice 
for weld quality classification in UCW. However, a limitation to the application of 
neural network-based models is that they need to be trained with experimental data that 
contains representative samples of the possible quality classifications with sufficient 
sample sizes for the various classifications [16, 18, 21, 23-26]. Since the current cost 
of CFRP material is high, it is expensive to run large sets of experiments, thus the 
quantity of experimental data may be insufficient to train deep neural network models 
prior to their implementation in production processes. Therefore, a method for 
augmenting experimental data for the preliminary training of neural networks is 
desirable. 
The literature review also revealed that nearly all of the current classification or 
prediction models are based on features extracted and selected from weld process 
signals. Examples of such features are signal amplitude [27], weld duration time, and 
acoustic energy [16]. When using pre-defined features, there can be uncertainty in 
whether they were properly extracted from the weld process signals, even when there 
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is a large data set of these features to train a feature-based model. Uncertainties arise 
because there can be difficulty in defining the features either manually or automatically, 
and the signals need more preprocessing before extraction, potentially changing the 
feature [16, 20, 27, 28]. 
Feature-based methods only make use of limited information contained in the 
process signals. There is interest in making maximum use of the information in the 
entire signals, i.e., the time-series process signals. When the size of a training data set 
is small, e.g., tens of features, it is more straightforward to define these features based 
on an engineering understanding of the process, and then develop algorithms to extract 
the features automatically. However, as the size of the data set grows, non-feature-based 
methods, or methods based on automatic detection of significant features such as 
convolution neural networks, are needed. To make full use of the information contained 
in the data signal, this paper proposes replacing feature-based models with the direct 
input of the process signal as a time-series. 
To address the challenge of limited experimental data, the simulation of process 
signals is proposed for the augmentation of training data. More data will facilitate the 
initial development of quality classification models before their deployment into real 
manufacturing processes. From small sets of experimental process signal training data, 
large sets of simulated process signals can be obtained for efficiently training neural 
network models. Monte Carlo simulation is proposed for enlarging data sets as it is a 
common method for generating time-series data from a given distribution. 
Papadrakakis et al. [29] used Monte Carlo simulation to resample input data and 
optimize the reliability-based structure of large-scale structural systems. Heslop and 
Dekkers [30] adopted Monte Carlo simulation for time-series paleoclimatic records, 
adding white and red noises to make their results more reliable, and demonstrated good 
consistency with their experimental data. 
Neural networks have been applied to fault detection and diagnosis in a variety of 
manufacturing processes. As such, neural networks like a Bayesian regularized neural 
network (BRNN) using fully-connected layers and the convolutional neural network 
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(CNN) are promising techniques for classifying weld quality. For example, Lee et al. 
[31] and Hsu et al. [32] a pplied similar CNN models to detect faults in semiconductor 
manufacturing processes, where overall classification rates around 98% and 99.5%, 
respectively, were demonstrated with a much shorter training time. The theory behind 
CNN models is that they automatically emphasize significant signal features during the 
training process. Consequently, a CNN model will be demonstrated as providing 
superior accuracy when classifying weld quality in UCW when time-series process 
signals are used as inputs compared to non-neural network-based techniques such as 
support vector machines (SVM) and k-nearest neighbors (kNN). 
This paper is organized as the follows: Section 4.2 describes the collection of our 
experimental data and weld quality classification. Section 4.3 introduces the multi-layer 
BRNN and the CNN deep learning methods for quality classification in UCW. Section 
4.4 proposes simulating time-series process data using Monte Carlo with copulas. 
Section 4.5 trains a large amount of simulated welding process signals in the 
classification task and compares the results to several machine learning techniques. 
Section 4.6 discusses the sensitivity of classification accuracy as the training data set 
sample size changes, and then demonstrates the robustness of a CNN model when 
increasing noise is imposed on the experimental data when the generating simulated 
data. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter. 
4.2 Weld Experiments and Weld Quality Determination 
This section describes the design of the weld experiments and the collection of 
experimental data, as conducted in [18] and [23]. Additionally, pre-labeled CFRP weld 
quality criterion is also defined in this section. 
4.2.1 Material Selection and Weld Machine 
The carbon fiber reinforced polymer weld coupons used in this research are a semi-
crystalline material consisting of a 30% weight fraction short carbon fibers and an 
injection molded matrix of doped polyamide 6 polymer resin [18], which will be 
referred to hereafter as CFRP coupons. The mean diameter and length of the 
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reinforcement fibers were 8 μm and 250 μm, respectively [23]. The CFRP coupons have 
dimensions of 138 mm in length by 38 mm in width by 3 mm in thickness. In addition, 
the contact area of two CFRP coupons when positioned on the anvil of the weld 
machine is 38 mm length by 38 mm in width. More details of the material are described 
in paper [33]. The CRFP coupons and a schematic diagram of joining process is shown 
in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
(a)                              (b) 
Figure 4.1.  (a) The CRFP coupons, and (b) schematic diagram of ultrasonic 
composite welding joining process 
 
The CFRP coupons were welded using an iQ Servo Ultrasonic Welding Machine 
[34], which generates a 20 kHz vibration. Other equipment used in the experiments 
include an oven [35] to remove the moisture in the CFRP sheet, a universal tensile 
testing system used for testing the maximum lap-shear strength of the workpiece [36], 
and a scanning electron microscope used to capture the microstructure of the weld zone 
[37]. Since the weld quality is sensitive to moisture in the material [38, 39], the CFRP 
sheet was baked at 70℃ in the oven for at least 24 hours. 
4.2.2 Data Collection and Weld Quality Determination 
Five welding parameters are identified as having significant influences on weld 
attributes and the joint performance. They are weld energy, trigger force, plunge speed, 
holding time, and amplitude. Based on a two-level full factorial experimental design 
performed by Wang et al. [18], the weld energy was determined to be the most 
significant factor to the microstructure of the weld zone and the maximum lap-shear 
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strength of the weldment. A series of weld experiments was conducted to determine the 
optimal parameters, and 116 weldments were collected at different weld energy levels. 
A more detailed description of the weld experiments can be found in [33]. After 
removing four outliers, one hundred twelve weldments (112) with good process signals 
were obtained that are used for this data-driven classification research. 
The weldments were assigned to one of three pre-determined weld quality classes 
according to their maximum lap-shear strength and the percentage of carbon fiber that 
mix within the weld zone [33]. Specifically, when weld energy was less than 800 J, it 
was observed that little to no carbon fiber mixed within the weld zone [33]. Since 
carbon fiber reinforcement provides the strength of the composite material, insufficient 
carbon fiber in the weld is associated with lower lap-shear strength and is classified as 
an under-weld. When the weld energy is larger than 1200 J, however, more pores are 
generated in the weld zone, which reduces the fatigue life of the weldment and is 
classified as an over-weld, even though it may have high lap-shear strength. Finally, 
when the weld energy is between 800 J and 1200 J, the weldments have no evidence of 
insufficient fiber flow or porosity and are classified as a good-weld. Among 112 
weldments produced with good process signals, 15 coupons are identified as under-
welds, 9 as over-welds, and 88 as good-welds. The maximum lap-shear strength to weld 
energy distribution is plotted in Figure 4.2. The centroid of the shear strengths of each 
weld class is calculated using k-means, which minimizes the distance within each 
category while maximizing the distance between categories as much as possible [40]. 
From the figure, the boundary between under- and good-welds is clear, but there is an 
overlap between good- and over-welds at a weld energy of 1300 J. This is because of 
material microstructure variation [33]. 
Although weld energy is a significant factor, weld quality obtained by the UCW 
process is influenced by multiple process parameter. Thus, a weld quality classification 
model should be trained using a number of factors with pre-identified outcomes 
obtained by inspection. These 112 pre-labeled weldments are the experimental inputs 
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used to train the classification models or simulate additional data, as will be discussed 
in Sections 4.5 to 4.6. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Weld quality distribution of the relationship regarding with lap-
shear strength and weld energy 
 
4.3 Deep Learning Classification Methodologies 
Two neural network-based models useful for quality classification using time-
series process signals are introduced in this section. The Bayesian regularized neural 
network (BRNN) and a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) are directly trained 
using the experimental welding process signals. The principle of these two models is 
introduced first, then their application and structure are described as applied in this 
research. 
A Bayesian regularized neural network uses an algorithm that introduces Bayesian 
inference to the neural network training by setting a prior probability distribution, then 
using Bayes formula to update the prior probability distribution to a posterior 
probability distribution [41]. Regularization helps avoid overfitting during the training 
process. Sun et al. [1] demonstrated that this methodology works well on feature-based 
data extracted from experimental welding process signals, achieving a 99% 
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classification accuracy. Since the feature data is embedded in the time-series 
experimental process signals, it is therefore reasonable that the BRNN method can be 
used directly on time-series process signals. The details of the principles and the 
mathematical equation for a single-hidden-layer BRNN (SBRNN) are described in [1]. 
A convolutional neural network is a model that emphasizes features passively 
during a multi-layer training process [42]. The model uses a partially connected 
convolutional layer and a pooling layer before a fully connected layer to learn which 
aspects of the time-series signals to emphasize in its neural network weighing matrix 
[43-45]. A trained convolution layer has neuron weights that amplify distinguishing 
features within a time window of the process signals and reduces the dimension of the 
input to the fully connected layer, in effect filtering the input data through this window 
[43]. Pooling is a sample-based discretization process [44, 45]. Frequently, CNNs also 
contain batch normalization and dropout layers to reduce overfitting [46, 47]. A typical 
structure of a CNN is shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.  Typical structure of CNN algorithm 
 
4.3.1 Neural Network Structure and Application 
Bayesian regularized neural network 
Since time-series process signals obtained directly from experiments are more 
complicated and potentially noisier compared to extracted feature data, a BRNN model 
including multiple hidden-layers was explored. Even though one hidden layer in BRNN 
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is sufficient to approximate any continuous function mapping from one space to another, 
a multi-hidden-layer BRNN model can solve more complex relationships between input 
data and output classifications. Using more hidden layers allows a BRNN to represent 
any decision boundary to any accuracy and can also approximate any mapping to any 
accuracy, as additional hidden layers can learn more complex representations of 
algorithms [48-51]. However, more hidden layers lead to longer training time and may 
have more issues with overfitting [51]. Therefore, considering both the complexity of 
input signals and training efficiency, both one- and two-hidden-layer BRNN (TBRNN) 
models are compared. A schematic diagram of the TBRNN structure is shown in Figure 
4.4, where 𝑥# is the size of input layer determined by the size of the input (time-series 
experimental process signals or feature-based signals), 𝑦# is the output layer size (the 
number of pre-labeled weld quality classes to be predicted), and 𝐻*< and 𝐻,Q are the 
number of neurons in the first and the second hidden layers. Each neuron used a sigmoid 
activation function, while the hidden layers used the tansig activation functions. Finally, 
a softmax transfer function connects to the output layer. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  A schematic diagram of the TBRNN model 
 
The number of neurons in each hidden layer is determined using two rule-of-the-
thumbs: 1) the number of neurons in hidden layers should be between the size of the 
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input layer and the output layer; 2) the number of neurons in hidden layers should be 
approximately 2/3 of the sum of the input layer size and the output layer size [52, 53]. 
Therefore, in order to avoid overfitting and maintain high classification accuracy, the 
number of neurons in the two hidden layers is typically set between 10%-60% of the 
size of its previous layer. However, considering computational efficiency when training 
and when the input size is large, the number of neurons was adjusted downward 
accordingly. During training, 70% of the input process signals were selected for the 
training and validation set, while the rest were used for testing. Training was stopped 
when the performance gradient fell below 10-7, or the mean square error performance 
was less than 0.001. 
Convolutional neural network 
In the CNN illustrated in Figure 4.5, the convolutional layer is separated from the 
pooling layer with a ReLu layer, that feeds into the fully connect layer, the softmax 
layer, and then to the output layer. A dropout layer was included during training in order 
to reduce overfitting [46, 47]. The size of the convolutional layer, pooling layer, and 
fully connected layer between the input (𝑥# ) and output layers (𝑦*  to 𝑦R ) are 
represented by 𝐶S , 𝑃T , and 𝐹I , respectively. A second convolutional and pooling 
layers are added before the fully connected layer. The model was trained by the 
stochastic gradient descent training algorithm using a 10-3 learning rate. The training 




Figure 4.5.  The schematic diagram of transmission of CNN model 
 
Power, force, and distance signals were assembled into a matrix as the input for 
the CNN model. Each time-series signal has 402 data points over time defining its curve, 
giving an input size of 402*3 signals. Experimentation and using rules-of-the-thumb 
[52, 53] found good classification accuracy with acceptable training time when the 
window size for the convolutional-ReLu-pooling layer was set to 3*2 with a neuron 
size of 100. The second convolution layer window size was set to 3*1 with a neuron 
size equals 50. A dropout probability in both dropout layers of 10% was found through 
experimentation to effectively reduce overfitting. The stochastic gradient descent 
algorithm and a learning rate of 10-3 was used to train the simulated process signals. 
4.4 Simulation of Time-Series Signal Data with Multivariate Monte Carlo 
Simulation 
This section discusses the multivariate Monte Carlo simulation method for 
generating more time-series process signals from the experimental data. Several 
statistical methods and the SBRNN machine learning classification model are used to 
validate the consistency between the experimental and simulated process signals. As 
will be shown, the simulation data generated by this method matched the original 
experimental data very well. 
4.4.1 Multivariate Monte Carlo Simulation 
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First published by Stanislaw Ulam, and used by Von Neumann in computer 
modelling in the late 1940s [54], multivariate Monte Carlo (MMC) simulation is a 
method for generating random samples using statistical distributions. Its basic principle 
is to create a probability model from experimental data with random parameters and to 
generate new samples [55]. 
A MMC simulation usually assumes the experimental data follows a Gaussian 
distribution [56]. Usually, there are three commonly types of MMC simulation for 
generating data: they are 1) normal approximation MMC simulation [54], 2) semi-
empirical distribution MMC simulation [55], and 3) empirical distribution MMC 
simulation with copulas [56]. The detailed information of simulation approach selection 
is introduced of the Appendix 4.A. However, to make our MMC simulations more 
accurate, a copulas approach using an empirical distribution as well as the consideration 
of the dependency between the experimental data points was adopted in this research. 
By definition, a copula is a multivariate cumulative distribution function for which the 
marginal probability distribution of each variable is uniform on the interval [0, 1] [57]. 
Copulas use a coupling function to describe the dependency among multivariate 
random variables by first decomposing the joint probability distribution into a marginal 
distribution for each parameter. Then the marginal distribution is coupled into a new 
joint probability distribution that is simulated by the MMC through an inverse joint 
probability distribution. The strength of this approach is that it fully considers the 
marginal distributions of each parameter and the dependency among the original inputs. 
4.4.2 Process Signals Simulated by Multivariate Monte Carlo Simulation 
An MMC simulation with copulas was performed using the data from the 112 sets 
of process signals collected from the CFRP ultrasonic welding experiments by 
decomposing the time-series signal curves into several regions, simulating points 
within each region, and then connecting the regions to form a complete simulated 
process signal curve. This approach generated less variance than simulating the entire 
signal curve from its constituent data simultaneously. Further, to improve the 
simulation, the experimental data was separated into different weld energy levels before 
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the simulation. This approach captures nearly all of the signal inflection points that 
represent events that occur during the joining process. The detailed MMC process is 
described below using a power signal for illustration. 
(1) Reference point determination: In order to segment the signal curve, a set of 
reference points describing the curve are determined as each curve varies even 
under nominally similar welding parameters. A set of time and corresponding 
magnitudes for the process signal’s start point, inflection points, and the end point 
are extracted from the experimental time-series process signal curves at specific 
weld energies and weld classifications, and an empirical distribution is determined 
for each point. The criterion is to take the numerical gradient of process signal 
curve, then using a MATLAB function to find the paired time and magnitude 
vector [𝑡#			𝑦#] at these points, Equation (4.1). This distribution of these inflection 
points over the set of experimental curves is illustrated as the red dots and their 
confidence intervals in Figure 4.6(a), while the green region represents the 
envelope of the experimental data curves. The MMC copula is then used to 
simulate a new set of reference points from these distributions, where a single set 
of reference points is illustrated by the blue dots in Figure 4.6(b). The position and 
the magnitude of the set of simulated reference points will vary with each 
simulation. A straight line is then drawn between both the experimental and 
simulated reference points to indicate their sequence and to allow the variance 
observed in the experimental data between the reference points to be imposed on 
the simulated curves (added in step 3). The slopes are given by Equation (4.2), 
where 𝑠#  and ?̂?#  are the slopes of experimental and simulated process signal 
curves. The 𝑦 and ?̂? variables are the reference points obtained from the MMC 
copulas simulation. The number of reference points is given by m. 
  𝑓5(𝑡) = 0 (4.1) 
  𝑠# =
V"0+-V"
W"0+-W"
, 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚 − 1 (4.2a) 
  𝑠!𝑖 =
𝑦!𝑖+1−𝑦!𝑖
𝑡"𝑖+1−𝑡"𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚− 1 (4.2b) 
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(2) Scale match: Since the simulated reference points occur at times different from 
the experimental reference points, the number of experimental data points between 
simulated reference points can vary. To resolve, the time between the reference 
points of experimental and simulated data is divided into j=1,…,n evenly spaced 
steps. An interpolated linear value for the corresponding signal is calculated at 
each of the n time steps, Equation (4.3), for each experimental time-series curve. 
The deviation between these points and its observed (interpolated) experimental 
value,	𝑓(𝑡), is calculated, Equation (4.4), which will be used in step 3 as the step-
by-step empirical distribution for the MC copula. A schematic of the division 
between point2 and point3 is illustrated in Figure (4.7), with the evenly spaced 
points represented by the small black dots, and the deviation between an 
experimental signal curve and its interpolated linear reference point connector line 
represented by solid black lines. 
  𝑦#< = 𝑠# 𝑡# +
W"0+-W"
%
𝑗 + 𝑦# ,			𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚 − 1; 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛 (4.3) 
  Δ𝑦#< = 𝑓 𝑡# +
W"0+-W"
%
𝑗 − 𝑦#< ,			𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚 − 1; 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛 (4.4) 
 
 
    (a)                               (b) 
Figure 4.6.  A schematic diagram of MMC simulation with copulas on inflection 





(a)                               (b) 
Figure 4.7.  The enlarged region squared by green dashed line in Figure 4.6, (a) 
is the distribution of experimental process signals, (b) is the simulated process 
signals 
 
(3) Data generation between reference points: A MMC copula simulation is again 
used to generate the deviation at each evenly spaced data point between two 
adjacent simulated reference points. The simulated deviation, which can be either 
positive or negative, is added to the straight line between the simulated reference 
points at each of the n evenly spaced data points to form the final simulated process 
signal curve, 𝑓(𝑡) , in each region, Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.6). The 
simulated deviation, ∆𝑦#< , is generated using the MMC copula from the 
distribution of ∆𝑦#<  obtained in step 2. This is illustrated by the black dashed 
arrows on blue curves in Figure 4.7(b). 
  𝑦#< = ?̂?# ?̂?# +
W\"0+-W\"
%
𝑗 + 𝑦# ,			𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚 − 1; 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛 (4.5) 
  𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑦#< + Δ𝑦#< ,			𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚 − 1; 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛 (4.6) 
(4) Validation: The simulated signal curves should be validated by comparing them 
to the experimental signal curves. In this work, validation is performed using a 
statistical comparison of the curves and a machine learning algorithm to check if 
the simulated curves predict their desired classes. 
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A statistical validation checks if the simulated curves fall within the 90% 
confidence interval of the experimental curve’s variance under the assumption that 
the simulation samples are similar to the original experimental samples [58]. The 
standard error (SE) on the estimate of a mean is given by:  




where 𝜇@, 𝜎@ and 𝑚@ is the mean value, standard deviation, and the number 
of observations of the experimental or the simulated samples of weld energy with 
subscript w. For example, 𝑚^..	 = 100 means there are 100 simulation 
observations at a weld energy of 400 J. 
Since the weld quality classifications were partitioned into weld energy levels 
during the simulation, these are compared in Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.13 for force 
and power signals at 400 J, 600 J, and 800 J for under-weld, 1000 J and 1200-
1300 J for good-welds, and 1300 J and 1400 J for over-welds. In this figure, the 




(a)                    (b)                  (c) 
Figure 4.8. The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 





(a)                    (b)                  (c) 
Figure 4.9.  The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 
process signal curves of power signal for under-welds: (a) 400 J, (b) 600 J, and 
(c) 800 J 
 
      
  (a)                         (b) 
Figure 4.10.  The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 
process signal curves of force signal for good-welds: (a) 1000 J and (b) 1200-1300 
J 
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  (a)                         (b) 
Figure 4.11.  The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 
process signal curves of power signal for good-welds: (a) 1000 J and (b) 1200-
1300 J 
 
      
  (a)                         (b) 
Figure 4.12.  The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 
process signal curves of force signal for of over-welds: (a) 1300 J and (b) 1400 J 
 
      
  (a)                         (b) 
Figure 4.13.  The comparison of 90% CI of the experimental and the simulated 
process signal curves of power signal for of over-welds: (a) 1300 J and (b) 1400 J 
 
The simulated force signals for the under-welds and over-welds, the overlap 
with the experimental data was nearly 100%. The mean of the under-weld power 
signals, however, differ at some weld energy levels, e.g., 400 J and 600 J. This is 
due to a fast drop in weld power when the welding process ends. Although the 90% 
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CI for good-weld experimental curves are wider than that of the simulated curves, 
the simulated confidence interval is contained within the experimental confidence 
interval. In general, considering the amount of overlap between the confidence 
intervals, it can be concluded that the simulated sample curves are consistent with 
the experimental sample curves. 
The second statistical validation looked at the difference between the 
experimental and simulated curves using a function comparison, where given two 
functions 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) over a closed interval [a, b], the distance between the 
two functions can be measured as: 
  ‖𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑔(𝑥)‖ = ∫ (𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑔(𝑥)),d𝑥_&  (4.8) 





where 𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑔(𝑡) are the experimental and simulated process signal curves, 
respectively. The percentage error between the experimental and simulated curves 
is listed in the Table 4.1. The highest error found for the power and force signals 
was slightly larger than 5%, while the error for the distance signals was relatively 
small. We conclude that simulation using copula MMC produces reasonable 
process signals that are consistent with the experimental signals. 
 
Table 4.1  The percentage of error between the experimental and simulated 
process signal curves 
 Under-welds Good-welds Over-welds 
400 J  600 J 800 J 1000 J 1200-1300 J 1300 J 1400 J 
# of samples 5 5 5 5 83 4 5 
# of simulated 
samples 
50 50 50 50 830 40 50 
Power 0.72% 1.41% 1.17% 3.29% 2.66% 1.07% 1.99% 
Force 5.66% 4.25% 3.54% 1.96% 1.87% 1.23% 3.95% 
Distance 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.25% 0.25% 
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Additionally, an example of visualized comparison of experimental and 
simulated force, power, and distance process signals for under-welds, good-welds, 
and over-welds are plotted in Figure 4.B.1 and Figure 4.B.2 of the Appendix 4.B. 
A machine learning validation of the simulated signals demonstrated that the 
classification accuracy of the simulated signals is similar to that of the 
experimental signals. The machine learning classification technique adopted for 
this validation was a single layer Bayesian regularized neural network (SBRNN), 
the method applied to feature-based classification using experimental data used in 
[1]. Using a feature-based SBRNN, an accuracy of 99.1% with an 𝛼 error of 0% 
and a 𝛽 error of 0.9% was achieved for both the experimental and simulated data 
using the same size training set. Training an SBRNN with time-series signals using 
force, power and distance as inputs, the best models reached 95.5% and 97.3% 
total accuracy with 0% 𝛼 error, and 4.5% or 2.7% 𝛽 error for the feature-based 
model and time-series-based model, respectively, as summarized in Table 4.2. An 
examination of the classification error at different weld energies found most error 
was concentrated at weld energies with the smallest training data set sizes, that of 
the under- and over-weld classes. A confusion matrix of the classification error is 
shown in Figure 4.14. 
 
Table 4.2  Classification accuracy comparison and validation of simulated data 
classified by SBRNN methodology with the same input dimension 
 Experimental data Simulated data 
# of samples 112 112 
Experimental process 
signals 
Total accuracy 95.5% Total accuracy 97.3% 
𝛼 error 0% 𝛼 error 0% 
𝛽 error 4.5% 𝛽 error 2.7% 
Feature-based signals Total accuracy 99.1% Total accuracy 99.1% 
𝛼 error 0% 𝛼 error 0% 




(a) time-series process signal         (b) feature-based signal 
Figure 4.14.  The confusion matrix of (a) simulated process signals, and (b) 
simulated features-based signals (Class 1 represents under-welds, Class 2 
represents good-welds, and Class 3 represents over-welds) 
 
We conclude from our validation tests that the overall accuracy of an SBRNN 
classifier trained using simulated data is as good or better than that using the 
experimental data. In summary, the statistical and machine learning validations lead us 
to conclude that the simulated process signals are consistent with the experimental 
process signals and thus lend confidence in their usefulness for supplementing 
experimental data when training classification models. 
4.5 Case Study 
This section compares the classification accuracy of BRNN and CNN to SVM and 
kNN, two commonly used non-neural network classification methods, as trained with 
different size simulation data sets obtained from copula MMC. Six scenarios of 
simulation sample size, ranging from five to 50 times the 112 samples of the 
experimental data, were compared using both features extracted from the simulated 
signals as well as the full time-series process signals. Each scenario was repeated 20 
times and an average classification accuracy is calculated. 
4.5.1 Feature-based Model 
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Twenty-five features were extracted from the time-series experimental signals as 
described in [1] and used as the smallest training data size set scenario. These features 
were also used in the copula MMC simulation as the reference points described in step 
one of the simulation procedure to generate five additional scenarios of training set 
sizes ranging from 560 to 5600 samples. For comparison, SVM and kNN classification 
techniques were also trained using the same simulated sample sets. The prediction 
outcomes were the three weld quality classes, under-, good-, and over-weld. A 10-fold 
cross validation was applied to validate the results of the training. 
Two structures of BRNN were examined to classify the weld quality, one with a 
single hidden layer (SBRNN), and one with two hidden layers (TBRNN). The size of 
the hidden layers was 15 neurons for SBRNN model, and 15 and 9 neurons for the 
TBRNN model. Seventy percent of the input data was used for training and validation, 
while the remaining 30% was used for testing. Since the simulated data from copula 
MMC simulation process varied from scenario to scenario, in order to estimate the 
classification accuracy, each scenario was trained 20 times, recording both its mean and 
standard deviation. The classification accuracy and its binomial confidence interval 
versus simulation sample size is plotted in Figure 4.15. Detailed results are listed in the 
Table 4.C.1 of the Appendix 4.C. 
 
 
Figure 4.15.  The classification accuracy of SBRNN, TBRNN, SVM, and kNN 
under experimental and simulated feature-based signals 
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Figure 4.15 shows that for feature-based models, as simulated sample size 
increases, the average classification prediction accuracy increases then stabilizes when 
the sample size is large. Moreover, the larger the simulated sample size, the smaller the 
variation in its accuracy. When the simulated sample size is larger than 2240, nearly all 
classification methodologies obtained >97% of accuracy, while the accuracy of the 
neural network models trained with a sample size of 5600 tended toward 99%. The 
accuracy of TBRNN model was observed to be slightly worse than for the SBRNN, but 
better than for SVM and kNN. Feature-based neural networks provide better models 
when the training set sample size is small, but as the training set sample size increases, 
both neural network and non-neural network-based methods have high and stable 
classification accuracy. A neural network-based SBRNN provided the best 
performance on feature-based signals in both small and large sized training sets. 
4.5.2 Time-series-based Model 
BRNN and CNN neural network models were next evaluated for their 
classification accuracy when using time-series signals of power, force, and 
displacement as input. Like the feature-based data, one scenario used the experimental 
process signals for training, while the other five scenarios used simulated process 
signals. For comparison, the SVM and kNN used an aggregation of the serially arranged 
experimental data used in the first scenario. A 10-fold cross validation was applied 
when training by SVM and kNN. 
The input size of each BRNN model was 1206, from the 402*3 data points from 
each power, force, and displacement signal generated by the MMC simulation process. 
Considering the computational limits of the computer used in this research, the neuron 
sizes for the SBRNN and TBRNN were limited to 100, and 100 and 50, respectively. 
The details of the CNN structure are described in section 3. Like the feature-based 
evaluation, 70% of the input data was randomly selected for training and validation, 
while 30% was reserved for testing. The simulation and training were repeated twenty 
times and the mean and binomial confidence interval of the classification accuracy are 
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Figure 4.16.  The classification accuracy of SBRNN, TBRNN, CNN, SVM, and 
kNN under original and simulated process signals 
 
Similar to Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16 shows that the classification accuracy increases 
with the increase of number of simulated samples for all models. Moreover, the neural 
network models perform 5-10% better than the SVM and kNN models when using time-
series process signals as their input. When the simulated sample size is greater than 560 
for BRNN and CNN, the accuracy is nearly 100%, which may indicate the models are 
over-fit. However, this high accuracy may be reasonable as the copula MMC simulation 
is based on constructing signals from reference points that had been previously 
identified as the most significant features for classifying weld quality in UCW [1]. 
Moreover, the operating principle behind the CNN structure is to automatically identify 
and emphasize features in an input signal through convolution and pooling. Therefore, 
the dual effect of the copula MMC simulation and a CNN, combined with the addition 
of dropout layers introduced to avoid overfitting, is to reach a very high classification 
accuracy. While the overall classification accuracy obtained from training with the 
simulation data set does not necessary mean 100% accuracy will be observed for real 
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UCW process signals, it was observed to be not less than 90% as shown in Table 4.C.2 
of the Appendix 4.C. 
In summary, CNN and BRNN models are can produce high accuracy classification 
predictions when using time-series process signals as input when trained with both 
small and large size data sets when compared to SVM and kNN classification methods. 
4.6 Discussion 
The relationship between classification accuracy and the size of the simulated 
time-series process signal training set is important to the computational efficiency and 
training time of neural network-based models, as time-series process signals have a 
much larger input data size and thus require the determination of more model 
parameters than required of feature-based neural network models. As our top 
performing algorithm, a CNN model trained solely with simulated process signals will 
be tested to determine if it accurately predicts weld classifications using experimental 
signals. Finally, the robustness of CNN models trained using that simulated data that 
has variation in the data used to simulate time-series process signals will be examined 
for its effect on their accuracy. 
4.6.1 Sensitivity of the Size of Simulated Process Signals 
While the feature- and time-series process signal-based models explored earlier 
demonstrated the classification accuracy and variance increased as the number of 
simulated training samples increased, the efficiency of the training process decreased. 
Consequently, the best tradeoff between simulated sample size and accuracy should be 
determined. A comparison of sample size versus classification accuracy is plotted in 
Figure 4.17, where the x-axis is the size of simulated sample training set, and the y-axis 
represents the change classification accuracy percent given by Equation (4.10): 
  𝑦 = 0"0+-0"
0"
, 𝑖 = 1,… , 5 (4.10) 
in Equation (4.10), 𝐴# is the classification accuracy of the ith scenario, corresponding 
to a training set size of 112, 560, 1120, 2240, 3360, 5600. The general trend is the rate 
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of increase in accuracy gradually decreases as the number of simulated samples 
increases. In most cases, when the number of simulated samples reaches 1120 to 2240, 
the accuracy improvement is at its lowest or is thereafter stable. At this size training set, 




Figure 4.17.  The sensitivity of classification accuracy with the number of 
simulated samples under the condition of feature-based signals and process 
signals 
 
The training time of the neural network-based models is expected to increase 
exponentially as the training set size increases. Table 4.3 shows the training time 
recorded using single GPU hardware and 32-gigabytes of memory. It was found that 
training a CNN is significantly shorter than both the SBRNN and TBRNN, although all 
models reached high classification accuracy as shown in Figure 4.16. It is expected that 
as the number of simulated samples increases, the difference of computation time 
between CNN and BRNN models will further increase. Therefore, with a large training 
data set, CNN is the favored algorithm. Moreover, when the simulated sample size 
changes from 1120 to 2240 for CNN, the training time increases five folds, from ~1.5 
minutes to ~7.5 minutes. In conclusion, considering the classification accuracy and 
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training time, the best model for classifying weld quality based on time-series process 
signals is a CNN trained using a simulated sample size is ~1000. 
 
Table 4.3  Training time comparison of SBRNN, TBRNN, and CNN under 560, 
1120, 2240, and 3360 simulated sample size 
 Training time (second) 
Sample size 560 1120 2240 3360 
M
odels 
SBRNN ~450 ~1200 ~3000 >7200 
TBRNN ~600 ~1150 ~3150 >7200 
CNN ~50 ~100 ~450 ~1250 
 
4.6.2 Classification Accuracy of CNN Model Trained with Simulated Data on 
Experimental Signals 
Since the time-series CNN models described in section 5 show high accuracy 
when trained with both experimental and simulated process signals, a CNN model that 
was trained using only simulated process signals was used to determine if it is a good 
predictor of experimental process signal classifications. In this verification, CNN 
models are trained using different simulated training set sizes, then tested against the 




Figure 4.18.  Classification accuracy of a CNN model trained under different 
sizes of simulated process signals and tested by only experimental process signals 
or only simulated process signals 
 
The accuracy of this CNN model is shown in Figure 4.18. When the training data 
size is 560, the testing accuracy of CNN model is ~96%. Training data set sizes 1120 
and larger reached a stable testing accuracy of 99%. This indicates that a high 
classification accuracy can be obtained for experimental process signals from a model 
trained using simulated data. Additionally, the testing accuracy using simulated data 
can obtain ~100% when training set size is larger than 560. Consequently, we predict 
that a CNN model trained with simulated process signals should work well for 
predicting the outcomes of a real ultrasonic composite welding process. 
4.6.3 Robustness of CNN Models Trained with Simulated Data 
The robustness of the CNN algorithm to variation in the input data used to simulate 
time-series process signals was explored using a training set size of 1120 as the baseline. 
First, noise was added to the 112 experimental process signals by imposing different 
multiplies to its standard error, 𝜎<, at each of the 3000-time steps of the original 112 
experimental samples, Equation (4.11a): 
  𝜎< =	
*
C
∑ (𝑥#< − 𝜇<),C#H* , 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,112, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 3000 (4.11a) 
  𝑥#<5 = 𝑥#< + 𝑛𝑧𝜎< 	 (4.11b) 
where 𝑥#< is the jth node of ith sample, 𝜇< is the mean value of the jth node for all 
samples, and N equals to 112, and z is a random scalar drawn from the standard normal 
distribution. This standard error was multiplied by an amplification factor n ranging 
from 0.5 to 10.0, and added as Gaussian noise to the process signal curves, as shown in 
Equation (4.11b). MMC simulations were generated based on the 112 experimental 
samples with their different levels of imposed noise to obtain 112 or 1120 noisy 
simulated time-series process signal curves. A CNN classification model was then 
trained with both the noisy experimental and simulated data in order to determine its 
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loss in accuracy as noise increases. Note that since there were only 402-time steps for 
each process signal curve simulated by the copula MMC simulation, the simulated 
curves were increased to 3000-time steps by interpolation in order to ensure the 
comparison to the experimental process signal curves was consistent. The classification 
accuracy of the CNN models trained using the original 112 experimental signals, 112 
simulated signals with added noise, and 1120 simulated signals with added noise are 
plotted in Figure 4.19. 
 
 
Figure 4.19.  Classification accuracy variation with noise variation added on the 
experimental 112 process signal curves, simulated 112 process signal curves, and 
simulated 1120 process signal curves 
 
In Figure 4.19, the x-axis represents the degree of noise amplification in the 
process signal curves, while the y-axis represents the predicted classification accuracy 
with a model trained with this additional noise. The solid and dashed lines are the 
classification accuracy of experimental and simulated process signals, respectively. As 
expected, increased training noise decreases the model accuracy. Moreover, the 
classification accuracy drops significantly when the amplification factor is greater than 
n=3. Note that when the imposed noise is amplified by around 3~4, the accuracy of 
simulated process signals approximately equals that of experimental data without 
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adding noise. Considering only the original experimental samples, when noise is less 
than ~3𝜎, the classification accuracy is still higher than 90%. Although added noise 
decreases accuracy, the noise in experimental manufacturing process data is expected 
to be smaller than the artificially added noise, as shown in Figure 4.20. In fact, even an 
amplification factor greater than 1 changes the simulated process signals significantly 
from the original experimental process signals. Therefore, we conclude a CNN model 
can efficiently classify weld quality in UCW using time-series process signals even 
when noise is present in the experimentally collected training data. 
 
 
Figure 4.20.  The comparison of experimental process signals and the noisy 
process signals when amplification factor n = 1 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
A multivariate Monte Carlo simulation with copulas was proposed for generating 
a large data set of time-series process signals to train neural network quality classifier 
models. A copula MMC takes the dependency between data points into consideration 
and was demonstrated for simulating signals from ultrasonic welding of CFRP. The 
simulated data was compared in several classification methods, including feature-based 
signals and time-series process signals. Neural network-based BRNN and CNN models 
were shown to have superior performance for classifying weld quality in UCW 
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compared with non-neural network-based models. We concluded a training set sample 
size can be determined that is the best balance between classification accuracy, sample 
size, and computational efficiency. 
The following summarizes our conclusions for the proposed MMC simulation 
with copulas, generating time-series manufacturing process signals, and training 
SBRNN, TBRNN, and CNN neural networks to classify the weld quality of UCW of 
CFRP materials: 
(1) A piecewise multivariate Monte Carlo copula approach was shown to produce 
simulated signals consistent with the experimental UCW process signals. These 
simulated signals support the development of deep neural network models when 
there is insufficient input data. 
(2) A neural network-based CNN is an accurate, efficient, and robust classification 
method for predicting UCW quality classes when both small and large size data 
sets are available as input for training. This method was demonstrated to reach at 
least 90% classification accuracy when the input data size was small. 
(3) Neural network-based BRNN have better quality prediction classification 
accuracy for UCW feature-based models when compared with to SVM and kNN 
classification methods when both the training set size is small or large. 
Additionally, the BRNN model was demonstrated to achieve high classification 
accuracy on time-series process signals, but this method does not handle the data 
as efficiently compared with the CNN model. 
(4) There is a tradeoff between classification accuracy and the training sample set size. 
We found that in UCW a training sample set size of around 1000 was the best 
balance between computational efficiency and model classification accuracy. 
To further support the findings of this research, future verification work should be 
conducted in the areas: 
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(1) Verification on Monte Carlo simulation: Use the time-series process signals 
extracted in real manufacturing process should further verify whether the copulas 
Monte Carlo simulation approach is reasonable and effective. 
(2) Verification on CNN model: Use a large amount of UCW process signals in real 
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For three commonly types of MMC simulation: 1) normal approximation MMC 
simulation [54], 2) semi-empirical distribution MMC simulation [55], and 3) empirical 
distribution MMC simulation with copulas [56]. For the 1st approach, it assumes that 
the original input follows the normal distribution. For the 2nd approach, it is a semi-
empirical distribution MMC simulation. The only difference between the 1st and 2nd 
method is the former generates the data based on normal distribution, while the latter is 
based on empirical distribution. However, for the 3rd simulation approach, it uses the 
empirical distribution with copulas. A copula is defined as a multivariate cumulative 
distribution function for which the marginal probability distribution of each variable is 
uniform on the interval [0,1] [57]. Copulas are used to describe the dependency among 
multivariate random variables with a coupling function. It allows the simulation to first 
decompose joint the probability distribution into a marginal distribution for each 
parameter. Then couples the new marginal distribution of the parameters into a new 
joint probability distribution that is simulated by MMC. The strength of this approach 
is that it fully considers the marginal distributions of each parameter and the 
dependency among the original inputs. The steps of a MMC simulation with copulas 
are listed as follows: 
(1) Calculate the joint probability distribution of the input; 
(2) Decompose joint probability distribution into the marginal distribution and 
generate new marginal distribution; 
(3) Couple new marginal distribution into joint probability distribution and finally 
inverse joint probability distribution into new input. 
In order to validate the simulation approach, we iterated for 10 times than original 
input for each inflection points by three MMC simulation approaches. Recall that there 
are 112 experimental observations. With MMC simulation, there are 1120 samples for 
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validating (880 are good-welds, 150 are under-welds and 90 are over-welds). The 
simulation distribution comparison of three approaches is plotted in Figure 4.A.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.A.1  The simulation distribution comparison of three MMC simulation 
approaches 
 
In the figure, we select three inflection points’ value and the corresponding time 
from power signal as an example, there are start point, midpoint1, and the peak point. 
All of the inflection points could be found in paper [1]. The first row represents the 
joint distribution of start point, midpoint1, and the peak point, and the second row 
represents the corresponding time of them. Each column shows the results that are 
generated by 1) normal approximation MMC simulation, 2) semi-empirical distribution 
MMC simulation, and 3) empirical distribution MMC simulation with copulas 
approach, respectively. As in the figure, the data distribution generated by normal 
approximation MMC simulation has the most concentrated simulated distribution. 
However, the approach ignores the data points which are far from the centroid, there 
are almost no simulated points around these points. Although, these original data points 
are far from the center, we could not assume them the outliers, in contrast, we need to 
consider them and simulate some points around them. Under these circumstances, the 
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third column gives the best consideration of simulated points. The simulated points are 
relatively normalized generated both around the left centroid, but also the right centroid 
which is far from the left one. In addition, not only the inflection point values, but also 
the corresponding times which are generated by the 3rd approach has proved the above 
statement. Both bottom left and bottom middle figures show that the 1st and the 2nd 
approach did not take too much consideration of the points that are away from the center. 
While, the bottom right shows the more reasonable results. In conclusion, the empirical 
distribution MMC simulation with copulas is the best suitable approach for generating 






Figure 4.B.1  Power and force signals comparison of the experimental and the 
simulated process signal curves listed by under-welds, good-welds, and over-
welds (the size of the simulation is 10 times than the size of the experimental 




Figure 4.B.2  Distance signals comparisons of the experimental and the 
simulated process signal curves (the size of the simulation is 10 times than the 
size of the experimental signals) 
 
Appendix 4.C 
Table 4.C.1  The classification accuracy of feature-based signals obtained by 
different machine learning and deep learning methodologies 
 Sample size (features) 
Sample size The experimental 
signals (112) 















































Table 4.C.2  The classification accuracy of experimental and simulated process 
signals obtained by different machine learning and deep learning methodologies 
 Sample size (features) 
Sample size The experimental 
signals (112) 






























































CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Summary and Conclusion 
Ultrasonic welding is considered a low-cost, energy efficient, controllable, safe, 
and environmentally friendly technique for joining thermoplastic materials in the 
automotive industry. However, compared to the traditional joining processes, this 
technique is relatively new. Consequently, weld quality is of most concern in ultrasonic 
composite welding (UCW). Therefore, this dissertation was devoted to exploring 
machine learning models for monitoring weld quality in UCW under different input 
data formats and input data size to meet the increasing demand for high product quality 
and reliability in UCW as applied in the automotive industry. Specifically, considering 
feature-based data, this dissertation demonstrates a neural network-based BRNN model 
that can acquire better weld quality monitoring results than previous non-neural 
network-based techniques. The BRNN model has been validated to be also suitable for 
ultrasonic metal welding (UMW) under a large amount of feature-based data. 
A CNN neural network model was developed for monitoring weld quality under 
different data set sizes of time-series process signals. Consequently, the model was 
shown to be accurate, computationally efficient, and robust when conducting quality 
monitoring in UCW. Additionally, a Monte Carlo simulation approach is adopted to 
generate large amounts of time-series-based data that helps provide sufficient training 
data for a deep CNN model. In general, the major findings of this dissertation can be 
summarized below: 
(1) Weld quality determination: Weld quality in UCW for this research is determined 
by the maximum lap-shear strength and the presence of carbon fiber flowing into 
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the weld zone. Since acquiring these characteristics is destructive to the weldment, 
the corresponding weld energy is selected as an indicator that approximately pre-
defines three weld quality classes, under-welds (weld energy < 800 J), good-welds 
(800 J < weld energy < 1200 J), and over-welds (1200 J < weld energy). The weld 
quality determination is the output criteria for all classification algorithms in this 
research. 
(2) Feature-based weld quality classification for ultrasonic welding of carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer through Bayesian Regularized Neural Network: A new feature 
selection method that combines Fisher’s ratio and a clustering overlap analysis can 
go beyond distinguishing between normal and abnormal classifications to 
differentiate between multiple weld quality classes. This proposed method 
provides a weld quality classification prediction accuracy of at least equivalent or 
better than models developed from other commonly used feature selection 
methods. In addition, the BRNN model is found superior with higher classification 
accuracy and more robust than SVM and kNN machine learning methods on both 
UCW and UMW. Features such as the start and peak points and the trough-crest 
pattern in the power signals, inflection point features from the force signals, and 
the relative slopes of these points are found to be the most significant features for 
weld quality classification in UCW. 
(3) Quality detection and classification for ultrasonic welding of carbon fiber 
composites using time-series data and neural network methods: A neural network-
based CNN trained with sufficient input data was found to be more accurate, 
computationally efficient, and robust classification method for predicting UCW 
quality classes when both small and large size time-series-based data sets are 
available as input for training. When input data sets are small, simulation of time-
series process signals using piecewise copulas Monte Carlo simulation can provide 
sufficient data set size for training deep CNN algorithm. The simulation approach 
can reasonably generate large amounts of time-series-based data and was shown 
to be consistent with the experimental welding process signals. The CNN model 
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was also demonstrated to reach at least 90% accuracy even when the input data 
size is small. Moreover, given large amounts of feature-based data simulated by a 
multivariate Monte Carlo simulation approach, the BRNN model showed better 
weld quality classification accuracy for feature-based data when compared with to 
SVM and kNN machine learning methods on both small and large training set 
sizes. Additionally, the BRNN model was demonstrated to achieve high accuracy 
on time-series-based data, but the method does not handle the data as efficiently 
when compared with the CNN model. 
5.2 Applicability of the Work 
There are some applicability for this research, they are: 
(1) Insufficient experimental UCW data to train and validate deep learning algorithms. 
In the research, there are only 112 valid samples collected from ultrasonic welding 
experiments to conduct classification tasks. However, insufficient samples cannot 
provide sufficient and effective training input for deep learning networks, which 
may cause the results and models to be less reliable. The model could be further 
validated if a large amount of experimental welding process signals was collected. 
(2) The Monte Carlo simulation approach was not validated for accuracy against a 
large amount of experimental welding process signals. The simulation data was 
only validated by statistical and machine learning techniques. The simulation 
approach should be further validated with a sufficiently experimental welding 
process signals data set. 
(3) The neural network models proposed in the dissertation are only applicable to weld 
quality monitoring in ultrasonic welding. There is lack of verification of other 
welding techniques. 
5.3 Contributions 
The intellectual merits and the broader impacts of this research can be summarized 
as follows: 
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(1) An understanding of the relationship between how weld parameters affect weld 
attributes and joint performance and the weld quality determination extracted 
among weld attributes and performance will make weld quality monitoring models 
more accurate and help manufacturers develop processes that are more robust. 
(2) A new feature selection method for considering multiple weld quality classes in 
ultrasonic welding process. The method is simple but efficient to screen the most 
significant features especially for multiple weld quality classes. 
(3) A neural network-based BRNN model that is developed for monitoring weld 
quality in UCW using feature-based data. The model can accurately and stably 
classify weld quality classes based on feature signals, whether it is a small amount 
of experimental data, a large amount of simulated data, or a large amount of real 
welding data. 
(4) A simulation approach that can generate large amounts of data similar to the real 
welding process signals. This simulation approach can effectively solve the issues 
where a large amount of real or experimental data cannot be obtained due to 
experimental or practical limitations. In addition, the simulated data can provide a 
sufficiently sized training data set for deep learning models. Typically, the 
simulation process can directly simulate all data points or first select special 
inflection points as reference points, and then simulate data by segments. 
(5) A neural network-based CNN model that is developed for monitoring weld quality 
in UCW using time-series experimental welding process signals. This method can 
eliminate the requirement for complicated feature definition, extraction, and 
selection. With sufficient training data, the model is accurate, computationally 
efficient, and robust on monitoring weld quality when the input is time-series 
based welding process signals. Moreover, the model can also withstand a large 
degree of noise when it is trained. 
5.4 Recommendations for Future Work 
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It has been shown that in weld quality monitoring in UCW that a neural network 
based BRNN model when using feature-based data as input is superior and robust when 
compared to SVM and kNN machine learning classification methods, whether the data 
set size is small or large. In addition, the neural network-based CNN model was shown 
to be more accurate and computationally efficient when using time-series-based process 
signals for weld quality monitoring in UCW. A CNN model can also withstand a large 
degree of noise when being trained. These neural network models and methodologies 
researched in this dissertation could be further improved and extended in the following 
directions: 
(1) Further sensitivity analysis of the CNN model: Use a time-series prediction 
method and different sampling frequencies for signal processing of original 
experimental time-series process signals. Then use the processed data as the input 
to further verify the sensitivity of the CNN model to sampling frequencies and 
signal prediction accuracy. 
(2) Further verification of Multivariate Monte Carlo simulation and the CNN model: 
Use a large amount of UCW process signals from a real manufacturing process to 
verify whether the Multivariate Monte Carlo simulation approach is reasonable 
and effective. Simultaneously, use the same real UCW process signals to verify 
the efficiency of the CNN model. 
(3) Research the applicability of CNN model for ultrasonic metal welding: In Chapter 
3, the BRNN model was shown to be effective not only for UCW, but also UMW, 
when using feature-based data to train the algorithm. Therefore, the CNN model 
should be explored for use on weld quality monitoring in UMW. 
(4) Research on self-diagnosis, self-feedback, and self-control systems for ultrasonic 
welding: Given weld quality is pre-defined from weld attributes and joint 
performance, weld parameters and weld quality should be connected to form a 
feedback system by constructing a mapping relationship among welding 
parameters, weld attributes, and joint performance. Then, implement self-feedback 
and self-control for weld parameters through the subsequent weld quality 
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monitoring to make welding process more automated and intelligent. A schematic 
of this system is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.1.  The structure of self-diagnosis, self-feedback, and self-control 
system 
